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-Hiring, Faculty Complement, and 
Enrolment Patterns in Canadian 
English Departments, 1987-1997 

A Joint Report for CACE/ACCUTE 
May 1998 

Prepared by 
Heather Murray (Toronto) 

Invitation for Comment 
CACE and ACCUTE welcome comments on 
this report : criticisms. suggestions for interpre
tation of findings, and suggestions for further 
study and action. It would also be helpful if peo
ple identified areas where further data and in
formation collection would be useful. 
Please send comments to 
Heather Murray 
115 Wymilwood, Victoria College 
D Queen 's Park Crescent 
Toronto O~ M5S I K9 
email : heather. murray@utoronto.ca 

Highlights of the Report 
• In 1987 to 1997, for the J5 Canadian English 

departments which contributed to this report : there 
were J09 new hires in these 35 departments 

• 4JA<k of new hires were men and 56.6'k were 
women 

• M<k of new hires ( for jobs requiring the 
doctorate) held PhDs from Canadian universities 

• of the people hired with non-Canadian doctor
ates. 58.3'k held at least one lower degree from a 
Canadian university 

• 14.2'k of new hires held postdoctoral fdlow 
ships at the time of hire 

• one half of the departments reported a decrease 
of 11:nure and tenure-track faculty positions ovt!r 
the ten-year period 

• overall, 159 tenure and tenure-track positions 
were lost by these departments over a ten-year 

llt!riod 
• during the ten year period, full-time enrolments 

in English degree programs increast!d by 19.5 'k 

• the total number of Master's degree enrolments 
remained stable but the percentage of full-time 
students increased 18.4% 

• the total number of doctoral students in English 
increased by 30.8% [see notes qualifying this finding] 

Index 
A. Introduction 
B. Profile of New Hires 
C. Fields of New Hires 
D. Faculty Complements 
E. Enrolment Figures: Undergraduate, Master's, 
and Doctoral 
F. Conclusions 
G. Recommendations for Discussion 

A. Introduction 
This report was commissioned as a result of dis

cussions at the 1997 A CC UTE meeting in St. John's . 
Concern was expressed by the membership, and by 
gradual!! student members particularly, over whether 
Canadian PhDs were being devalued in the hiring 
process: was the ' 60s crisis in the hiring of Canadian 
nationals reoccurring over the hiring of Canadian 
doctorates? It was difficult to estimate the extent of 
this problem without more information. After con
sultation betwet!n the ACCUTE and CACE execu
tives, it was decided that CACE would send a ques
tionnaire to English departments in Canada, using 
the opportunity to gather information on other areas 
of current concern as well e.g. decline of faculty com
plements . The list of questions sent to chairs by 
Adrienne Kertzer is appended. Thirty five depart
ments answered the questionnaire and many chairs 
added comments to their responses as well; they are 
to be thanked for their thorough and thoughtful re
sponses, and for their time-consuming collection of 
information . 

Heather Murray undertook to tabulate the question
naires and to present them in the form of a report . 
While I had initially intended to try to provide sup
plementary material for non-reporting units, this was 
not done for several reasons: some information (e.g . 
faculty complements) could be provided only by . 
chairs. and at least one chair had expressed concern 



ahout L1.>mg personnel information without employee 
consent. In any case. as I worked with the question
nain.>\ I began to feel that they were a good sample 
both numerically (over 50% of departments report
ing) and representationally (almost all the larger de
partments reported, and all sizes and "types" of de
partments were represented as well as geographic 
regions) . Supplementation was limited to "cleaning 
up·· soml! of the answers or clarifying responses, and 
to using university calendars and Statistics Canada 
information . 

A notice was put in the ACCUTE Newsletter ask
ing for responses on the specific question of the hir
ing of Canadian/non Canadian doctorates . While this 
generated no responses. very useful commentary was 
provided by a number of people when this report was 
in its draft stages : Len Findlay. David Galbraith. 
L inda Hutcheon . Adrienne Kertzer. Pamela 
McCallum. Jason Potts. Marjorie Stone. and Ann 
Wilson. Daniel Perrier of the Centre for Education 
Statistics. Statistics Canada. also provided assistance. 

ll. Prolile of New Hires 
i) 'liumher of positions 

The 35 departments reported a total of 309 new 
hires for the period 1987-1997. 

Notes: This figure represents only reporting Eng
lish departments and does not account for holders of 
doctorates in English who may have been hired into 
other types of units such as interdisciplinary studies , 
women·s studies, or drama programs. Note that this 
does not represent total hires in the country but only 
at the 35 departments which reported . One reporting 
unit was a humanities program which contained an 
English literature component. 
ii) Sex of new hires 

Of 230 new hires whose names permitted identifi
cation by sex, 100 were men (43.4%) and 130 were 
women (56.6%). 

Notes: Chairs were not directly asked to provide 
this information. Where initials only were given, 
university calendars were consulted to determine first 
names where possible. The ACCUTE directory was 
not used for this purpose because many new hires 
were missing from this directory; and a sample of 

the directory suggested that female new hires were 
more likely to be included than men. 

Observations: It was not possible to correlate this 
information against the total number of degrees 
awarded by sex during the time period since the nec 
essary Statistics Canada search would be prohibi 
tively expensive. Further. there is no accurate way 
of calculating the "pool" of candidates : adding pc,1-
ple with degrees prior to the period who sti II .... 1, h 
jobs or subtracting doctorate holders who may h;1_, e 
left the academy or the country. One useful comp;11 i
son is with the sex of full-time doctoral candicbics 
in English, which is 40.7% men and 59.21k worllt'n 
for 1996-97. (The distribution is almost identical 1,ir 

part time doctoral students.) 
iii) Ethnic and cultural self-identification/stat11,; 
of new hires 

This information was not requested . 
Notes: This omission should be explained. sin e 

equity issues are of concern to CACE and AC Cl · I E 
members. A number of federal and provincial rC .!'ll
lations govern whether and how statistics on "ra, , ... 
and descent can be collected and used. While chi11rs 
probably could have supplied this information fr,,m 
their own knowledge. in many cases they would h.i , e 
been prevented from releasing it by university per
sonnel practices . It would not have been possibk to 
gather accurate information on this question. 
iv) Citizenship of new hires 

All but 11 new hires were reported as Canad1. ,11. 
permanent resident, or landed immigrant. 

Notes: This question may not have elicited the de 
sired information, since chairs may have reportt·d 
status now rather than at time of initial job offer. 

Observations: This category reveals considerable 
departmental variance, since 7 of the 11 hires lack
ing Canadian citizenship or landed immigrant status 
are in a single department. 
v) Number of hires already holding tenure or tl'n
ure-track positions in Canada 

The sampled departments reported that 34 of their 
new hires already held tenure-track or tenured posi
tions at a Canadian university ( 11 % of total) . 

Notes: This does not account for new hires who 
held positions at foreign universities. 
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vi) Holders of postdoctoral awards 

The departments reported that 44 of the new hires 
held a postdoctoral fellowship at the time of hire 
( 14 2'k ). 39 of the 44 were holding their postdocs at 
Canadian universities . 
vii) Source of PhD for new hires 

Of the 291 new hires holding the doctorate, the 
source of the PhD (or equivalent e.g. DPhil) was: 

Canada 186 (63.9 '7c of total) United States 57 (19.5 
'tf· of total) England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales 37 ( 12.7 
'k of total) Non US or UK foreign 8 (2.7% of total) 
Foreign, country unknown 3 (1.03%) 

Notes: The sources of 3 ''foreign" degrees were not 
n!ported. There is some duplication of the qualifica
tion of individuals as a few assistant professors trans
frrred to jobs at other universities and are thus re
ported twice . Some chairs had alrl!ady subtracted new 
hires who li.:ft for other universities during the pe
riod. Since some hires are not listed by name it was 
not possible to "weed out" duplications. 

Observations: This category showed significant 
\'ariances in departmental practices. In one depart
ment, 14 of 18 new hires hdd non-Canadian doctor
ates; in another. 4 of 5. Conversely, in one depart
ment all 12 of 12 new hires held Canadian doctor
ates; in another department . 9 of 9. 
viii) Canadian degrees of non-Canadian doctoral 
holders 

Of 84 holders of non-Canadian PhDs for whom the 
source of earlier degrees could be determined 28 held 
a BA from a Canadian university (33 .Y/c) 4 held an 
\1A from a Canadian university (4.76%) 17 held both 
the BA and MA from Canadian universities (20.2 % ) 

r..;otes: As some chairs gave information for the last 
degree only. this information was supplemented with 
university calendars. In cases where the location of 
the BA was given but not the MA, the MA is as
sumed to come from the university that awarded the 

doctorate . 
ix) Source of earlier degrees for Canadian doc-
toral holders 

Of 119 holders of Canadian PhDs for whom the 
source of earlier degrees could be determined: 

I.~ held a BA (or equivalent) from a foreign 
uniwrsity ( 10.9 <k) 

11 held an MA (or equivalent) from a foreign 
university (9.3%) 

3 held both the BA and MA from foreign univer
sities (2.5%) 

Notes: As above for viii . 

C. Fields of New Hires 
i) For fields for which the doctorate was not 
held: 
• Business Communications/Media I 
• Canadian Literature I 
• Career Communications I 
• Composition and Literature I 
• Creative Writing 2 
• Creative Writing/African Canadian I 
• Creative Writing/Children's Literature I 
• Drama and Theatre I 
• Education/Science Fiction I 
• Film I 
• Generalist 2 
• Humanities Computing I 
• Technical Writing 3 
• Visual Communications I 
Notes: This list does not seem to include ABDs, 
but rather positions for which the doctorate was not 
required. 
ii) Fields for which the doctorate was held: 
• Old English 2 
• Old and Middle English 3 
• Middle English I 
• Medieval 15 
• Medieval/Classics I 
• Medieval/Contemporary American I 
• Medil!val/Cultural Studies I 
• Medieval/Renaissance 2 
• Early Modern or Renaissance 31 
• Renaissance/Queer Theory I 
• Renaissanceffheory I 
• Shakespeare 3 
• Shakespeare/Renaissance I 
• Milton I 17th C 7 
• Restoration and 18th C 4 18th C 12 
• Restoration/Women's Writing I 
• Romantics 17 
• 19th ('/Victorian 21 



• v ruonan Poetry I 
• J<JthC/Women's Studies I 
• Victorian/History of the Book 2 
• Victorian/Modem I 
• \fodem 5 
• Contemporary British and America: 20th C 2 
• l'ust modem/Creative I 
• American 19 
• American Fiction I 
• American/Composition I 
• A111erican/Modem I 
• i\rncrican/Pos'tcolonial I 
• .-\ 111ericanffheory 2 
• 19thC American 2 
• \'1 , i<lt'm American I 
• Mndem American/Cultural Studies I 
• 19111 C British I 
• Modem British 10 
• 20th C British 5 
• Sco!lish I 
• Canadian 27 
• Ca11:1dian/American I 
• Canadian/Feminist 2 
• Canadian/Native I 
• Canadian/ Postcolonial 2 
• Canadianffheory 4 
• Modern Canadian Poetry/Cultural Studies I 
• Contemporary Canadian I 
• Chilclren·s Literature I 
• Composition I 
• Creative Writing I 
• Cultural Studies 2 
• Drama or Modem Drama 4 
• Dramaffheory/Film I 
• Education/Creative I 
• Film 3 
• Film/Communications or Rhetoric 5 
• Gender Studies/American I 
• Language and History of the Language 2 
• Langua~e/ 18th C I 
• Linguistics 2 
• Native Studies/Creative Writing I 
• Postcolonial or Commonwealth or World Lit. 16 
• Rhetoric 4 
• Rhetoric/Creative or Writing 2 

'i 
• Rhetonc/V1ctonan I 

t 

• Theory 7 
• Theory/American I 
• Theory/Canadian 2 
• Theory/ 20th C I 
• Women's Studies I 
• Women's Studies/ Romantic or Victorian 2 

Notes: No fields were given for some hires. Chairs 
appear in some cases to have listed the areas in which 
people are deployed by their department in addition 
to the field of the original hire. 

Observations: It is interesting to note the degree to 
which hirings continue to occur in the "traditional" 
historical and national fields. (For example. there are 
no genre postings except for drama. and few for 
women's literature.) Perhaps this is due to the fact 
that many new appointments are retirement replace
ments . However, many departments now appear to 
be asking for areas of secondary or tertiary interest 
which may not be reflected in the positions listed 
above. The period of 1987-97 witnessed some 
changes in the ways in which jobs were posted : "float
ing field" postings (in which departments advertise 
their future areas of need and candidates show their 
fit to the department), lengthening lists of desirable 
secondary fields, or even the "Renaissance person" 
posting (wanted: an assistant professor for medieval. 
postcolonial, film studies, technical writing . .. ). There 
may be a disjunction between the traditional speciali
zation of advertised fields and what candidates are 
actually being hired to do. 
iii) Correlation of fields and sources of degrees 

A sample of the larger fields reveals the following : 
For positions in American literature. 66.6% of new 

hires had PhDs from Canadian universities. For Ca
nadian literature, 88.6% of the hires had Canadian 
doctorates . For postcolonial. the figure is 37.5% . For 
Renaissance and related fields, 72%. For Romantics. 
63 %. For nineteenth-century and Victorian, 52%. 

Notes: Where split fields were reported. the field 
listed first was counted here . 

Observations : Many categories of hiring are too 
small to make valid observations re: source of de
grees . However, as the above indicates, there appears 
to be some variance across fields as to whether Ca-
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nad1an or non-Canadian doctoral holders are hired. 
It cannot be determined whether this is caused by 
variant pools of Canadian doctoral holders in differ
ent fields . 

D. Faculty Complement-; 
i) Deparlmenls reporting declines or increases 

Of the 35 departments which answered thi s ques
tion. 18 reported a decrease in tenure-track and 
tenured faculty complement over the ten year period. 
11 units reported an increase while 6 stayed the same . 

Notes : Of the 11 units which reported increase, in 
7 cases the increase was only one employee (e.g . a 
small depanment increasing from three to four peo
ple) . In 2 cases the increase was reported by univer
sity colleges programs which are new or the result of 
amalgamation. One chair noted that they had experi
e1Ked "other" sons of losses not accounted for here 
such as loss of sabbatical replacement positions . 

Observations: At first glance it would seem that 
this is a "break even" situation since half declined 
while half irn.: reased or stayed stable. However. gains 
- where made - were modest; losses were consid
erable . as indicated by Dii and Diii below. 
ii) Decline of faculty across lhe country 

The 35 departments reported a total of 880.67 
tenured and tenure-track faculty in September 1987. 
The total for September 1997 was 721.62. The loss 
over the ten-year period is 159 faculty positions for 
these departments combined. 
iii) Degree lo which losses are offset by olher ap
pointments 

Chairs whose departments experiences a decline 
in tenured and tenure-track fai.:ulty were asked to 
estimate the degree to which these losses were offset 
hy part-time or sessional positions . 
• 4 departments answered IOO'k 
• 2 departments answered 80<k 
• I department answered 70'k 
• 2 departments answered :'iOck 
• 2 departments answered 40lk 
• I department answered 30'k 
• 2 departments answered 209r 
• I department added O'k 
• I departnk!nt added lc~s than O'k (part-timers had 

decreased too) 
Notes : This question was not answered by two de

partments . The chair of one large department said 
that lack of records would make it difficult to an
swer this question accurately. 

E. Enrolment Figures: Undergraduate, 
Master's, and Doctoral 
i) Undergraduate enrolments in English 

According to Statistics Canada [81-204 University 
Enrolments and Degrees] Bachelor's and First Pro
fessional Degree Enrolment in English was as fol
lows for the approximate period : 

1987 
Full-time IO 894 
Part-time 3 374 
Total 14 268 

1991 [last published figures] 
Full-time 14911 
Part-ti me 4 020 
Total 19 418 

1996-97 [last available figures] 
Full -time 13018 
Part-time 3 415 
Total 16 433 
Using the figures for Bachelor 's and First Profes

sional Degree Enrolments, there is a striking increase 
in full-time enrolments in degree programs in Eng
lish during the time period, of 19.Sllc: . Part-time en
rolment al so rose , but slightly ( 1.2% ). 

Notes : Statistics Canada also provides information 
for Undergraduate Enrolments , which includes di
ploma programs as well as degrees. The increase for 
full-time enrolments was comparable ( 19.6%). How
ever, the increase for part-time enrolments over the 
ten year period was significantly greater (41.8%). 

Observations: The 1996-97 figures show a decline 
from 1991. but this may be related to more general 
demographic factors (bulge in university admission 
in the early "90s due to youth unemployment) . 
ii) Master's enrolments in English 



." -:(Clll mg to tat1st1cs _ana a. aster s enro -
111c11t t 1gures for the same period were as follows: 

l9X7 
Full-time 749 
Part -time 354 
Total I 103 

19') I 
Full-time 948 
Part-time 330 
Total I 278 

1996-97 
Full -time 887 
Part-time 225 
Total I 112 
This represents a marginal increase in the total 

number of master's students over the time period but 
a notable increase in the number of students main
taining full-time status (18.4%). 

Observations: While overall numbers of students 
h:in~ rl.'mained stable. the ratio of full-time to part
ume students has shifted. This would represent a sig
nificant increase in terms of graduate teaching work
load across the country. 

iii) Doctoral Enrolments in English 
According to Statistics Canada, the Doctoral pro

gram enrolments for the corresponding period were 
as follows : 

1987 
Full-time 543 
Part-time 113 
Total 656 

1991 
Full-time 681 
Part-time 107 
Total 787 

1996-97 
Full-time 803 
Part-time 75 
Total 878 
The overall increase in doctoral students is 

significant for the time period (33.8%). 

servatmns: 1s 1s t e on y time category or 
which 1991 did not represent a peak year. Enrolments 
appear to have climbed continuously. It is easier to 
account for the enrolment climb during the first half 
of the reporting period (when there were rumours of 
a future hiring boom) than for the 1991-96 period. In 
addition. while there have been some new programs 
developed or old ones expanded. a number of other 
departments have restricted PhD intake in recent 
years . In some provinces new regulations regarding 
"post program" fees or the necessity for continuous 
registration (or re-registration for the defense) may 
have put some students "back on the books." 

F. Conclusions 
i) Hiring of holders of Canadian doctorates 

The question that initiated this report-whether 
Canadian doctoral holders are under-represented 
among new hires--cannot be definitively answered 
here. First, there is an interpretational question : is 
the glass 64% full or 36% empty? In addition. the 
concept of "foreign" training is compounded by the 
fact that the majority of hired non-Canadian doctoral 
holders have a Canadian lower degree . Second. there 
is a statistical absence: the "fairness" of the situation 
cannot be measured since there are no statistics avail
able that would allow one to measure the relative 
size of the pools of Canadian nationals holding or 
working towards doctorates from Canadian or for
eign universities . In addition. some other sources of 
information which could help with this assessment 
are not available: what is the percentage of Cana
dian doctoral holders on short lists? When Canadian 
doctoral holders are hired, were they the first choice 
of the committee? 

However, there is cause for concern given that this 
situation has occurred during (what is probably) the 
most accelerated period of hiring. What will happen 
to Canadian-trained academics not hired during this 
time period? 
ii) Cross-border training and foreign degrees 

While 58.3% of foreign doctoral holders hired by 
Canadian universities held one or more Canadian 
lower degrees, the reverse was not the case : of Ca
nadian doctoral degree holders hired during this pe-



nod, 22.6% held a non-Canadian lower degree. The 
reasons for this trend cannot be explained by the 
material gathered here. One reasonable speculation 
is that these holders of foreign doctorates are Cana
dian nationals who have taken a higher degree in 
another country, although this cannot be supported 
by information given re: citizenship. 
iii) Hiring of female faculty 

There has been considerable variation, by depart
ments, in the percentage of female faculty hired dur
ing this ten-year period. Overall, however, English 
as a discipline is significantly exceeding the national 
averages for women hired to permanent university 
positions during this period. The ratio corresponds 
to the current distribution of doctoral enrolments; and 
probably corresponds to sex distribution in the avail
able labour pool (since female employees often "ac
..:umulate" due to past inequities). This rate of hire 
will not achieve gender parity in most departments, 
howevl!r. especially when the retirement of senior 
women is factored in. 
iii) Decline of faculty complement 

The decline of faculty complement presl!nts a con
text for the situations outlined above. While this is a 
time period of a..:cderated hiring, the total number 
of positions is declining considerably. Part- time and 
sessional hiring is not compensating for the decrease 
in teaching complement. and cannot compensate for 
the increased administrative load for remaining 
tenured and tenure-track staff. Departments of the 
future will be smaller - and therefore renewed at
tention net!(fs to be given as to whether graduate train
ing in Canada has or can prepare doctoral candidates 
for the needs of the departments of the future. 
h·) Increased enrolments 

E11rolments increased substantially for both under
graduate and doctoral programs; at the master's level, 
there has been a marked increase in the percentage 
of full-time students . This represents a significant 
increase in teaching load and related work at the same 
time as faculty complement is declining. 
v) Difficulty of collecting data 

A word nL~ds to be said about the lack of availabil
ity of the Statistics Canada data needed to track dis
..:iplinary trends. Sin..:e 1991, Statistics Canada has 

published matenal on enrolments, degrees, and 
hirings with a breakdown no finer than "Humanities 
-Language and Literature." More specialized infor
mation must be requested and purchased; a single 
search for enrolments in English in 1996-97 alone 
cost $75. Current data collection appears appears to 
be designed to serve university administrators (macro 
analysis of trends) rather than departmental admin
istrators or disciplinary practitioners. 

G. Recommendations for Discussion 
The following are suggestions presented for the 

consideration of members of CACE and ACCUTE. 
i) There is a need for a forum where graduate chairs, 

graduate students, and faculty consider whether Ca
nadian doctoral training now meets, or can be de
signed to meet, the needs of the departments and the 
academy of the future . Is "extensive" rather than in
tensive training preferable? Should students be multi
fielded? What forms of professional training are es
pecially applicable for "downsized" departments, or 
the new programs which will span educational sec
tors (e.g. college-university co-operations)'! 

ii) Many graduate programs have developed in in
novative ways: new courses, curricula, 
specializations, and methods of professional train
ing. However, there is a low level of cognizance of 
these dt!velopments, and of the distinctive identities 
of diffrrent Canadian graduate programs. The annual 
ACCUTE meetings would provide a good opportu
nity for departments to showcase their graduate pro
grams. CACE and/or ACCUTE might also consider 
publishing a short synoptic guide to the different pro
grams. 

iii) There is also a need for a workshop or series of 
workshops on hiring practices. This report has tabu
lated numbers and not stories. But there is consider
able anecdotal evidence of persistent inequities and 
irregularities in hiring processes. Postings, letters of 
reference (tht!ir writing and interpretation), confiden
tiality, and treatment of candidates, need considera
tion. Thought should be given to designing ways in 
which job postings can address, and assessments of 
candidates can acknowledge, the differences and 
strengths of Canadian-trained candidates . 



1v, · urt 1er stu y nee s to e given to I e question 
of .. cross horder" degrees : can more Canadian na
tionals henefit from foreign degrees') Do Canadians 
go to foreign universities for doctoral training be
cause they are offered entrance money? because fund
ing is inadequate in Canada? because different fields 
0r types of training are offered elsewhere? This 
should not be seen only as a "problem" however: 
what are the positive benefits of having members of 
the Canadian academy with international training and 
connections? 

v) CACE and ACCUTE should develop ways to 
continue to track equity issues in the discipline. For 
example. is the current rate of female hires a "blip" 
caused by increased consciousness of the need to hire 
women? Will this trend continue? Are more people 
of colour. First Nations people, and people from non
traditional educational backgrounds entering the dis
cipline as either faculty or students? 

vi) CACE and ACCUTE-along with other schol 
arly and humanities organizations-need to press 
Statistics Canada for freely available data on hiring, 
enrolments and degrees in individual disciplines . 
Repre~entation on this question should be made to 
the Canadian Education Statistics Council (CESC) 
as well as to the newly-formed Centre for Education 
Statistics. of Statistics Canada. 

ppen ,x: urvey on 
Hiring 

I. Please list on the attached page the requested 
information for each tenure-track hiring your depan
ment has made since July 1987. [Chairs were asked 
to give name of appointee. degrees and university 
affiliations, field designation. and citizenship. I 

2. How many of these appointees already held ten 
ure track positions at other Canadian institutions'' 

Ja. How many of these appointees held post-does 
at the time of application? 

Jb. How many of those identified in 3a held their 
postdocs at Canadian institutions? 

4a. How many tenure-track full-time positions did 
your department have in September. 1987? 

4b. How many tenure-track full-time positions docs 
your department have as of September. 1997? 

4c. To facilitate statistical tabulation . could you 
please supply your calculation of the percentage of 
decrease or increase the difference in these two num
bers reflects? 

4d. If your department has experienced a reduc
tion in full -time tenure-track appointments since 
1987, to what degree has this been offset by sessional 
and/or part-time appointments? [Chairs were asked 
to circle the appropriate percentage. from I 0'7<- to 
100% listed in 10% increments .] 
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Humanities and Social Science Research: 
The Implications of the Tri-Council Ethics 
Code Process 
Frank Davey (Western) 

The attempt by Canada 's three research councils 
to establish a unifom1 ethics code for Canadian re
searchers, and an enforcement system of Research 
Ethics Boards al the university level to police the 
observance of the code. rellected not only what some 
of us consider a somewhat bela1ed concern with eth
ics in the academy, but also a general and ongoing 
attempt al federal government levels above the three 
councils 10 regulate and direct research . The Code 
project is only one of a number of recent initiatives 
of 1his kind. including the Canadian Foundation for 
Innovation and the recently announced Project on 
Trends . These initiatives have been marked by cer
tain common features : (a) by being almost fully de
fined and formed bdore being presented to the schol
arly community; (b) by being given limited and hi 
erarchical dissemination so that many individual re
searchers remain unaware of them until relatively late 
in their process; (c) by having very short time-frames 
within which the scholarly community can respond 
to them. The overall result of these has been to em
power government ministries and those closely con
nec1ed with the three councils . and to disempower 
learned societies and individual researchers, particu
larly those in the humanities where communication 
between professional bodies and individuals has his
torically been weak. Such has also been true of the 
new 'targeted research· policies, which have at
tempted to shift decision-making power about what 
should be researched or disseminated from individual 
researchers and scholarly associations lo the govern
mi.:nt and its councils. Colli.:i:tivcly, these various 
government and council ini1iatives have constiluted 
an imposi1ion of utilitarianism onto medical and natu 
ral science research - research must demonstrate 
its ·usefulness ' - and the projection of these newly 
narrow science models unto the social sciences and 

humanities. 
The ethics code project embodied this top-down 

model of power and consultation. It was initiated and 
shaped by the councils without much consultation 
with the individual researchers on what ethical ques
tions needed lo be addressed. The first consultation 
process was on the basis of a draft that most in the 
humanities remained unaware of. The second con
sultation process was conducted in a short time-frame 
on the basis of a draft which was rumored to be con
sidered untouchable by its drafters because of the 
large amount of time they had invested in it. At both 
stages the scholarly community at large had little 
control over the selection of the drafting bodies. Last 
year the extremely well-funded Canadian Founda
tion for Innovation was established by the govern
ment as a top-down project that was astonishingly 
uninformed by knowledge of the humanities, and that 
had guidelines that effectively, and perhaps also de
liberately, excluded most humanists from participa
tion. Last month the 'Project on Trends ' sprang from 
the fedi.:ral government's and SSHRC's combined 
brows similarly fully formed, with its ' team leaders ' 
pre-appointed, and with how and by whom the project 
was shaped, and how the team leaders selected, ut
terly unknown lo scholars al large. The Trends project 
is dated April of this year, reached associations like 
ACCUTE in mid-May, and has a June 15 applica
tion deadline. Such government and council prac
tices, it seems to me, raise numerous ethical ques
tions which a useful ethics code would have ad
dressed. 

The lop-down manner in which the ethics code 
project was begun, along with the drafters' attempts 
to impose medical science research models on the 
humanities. resulted in a lot of time-wasting absurdi
ties, such as the implicit definition of an author- or 
of critics like ourselves - as the abject test-subjects 
of potentially Frahkensteinian scholars . The code 's 
awarding of the power to appoint Research Ethics 
Board members to university presidents extended the 
anti-democratic top-down assumptions of the project 



to l 1~ ay-to- ay operation o t e propose c e. an 
opened the way for corporate lobbyists to pressure 
universities to close down research projects that might 
embarrass or discomfort their employers . The socially 
regressive aspects of the code were repeated in its 
sections that forbade the doing of 'harm ' to reputa
tions of research subjects - whether these were the 
genuinely vulnerable subjects of sociological or psy
chological investigations, or banks, or best-selling 
authors . They were also evident in the claim that the 
Code applied to 'all' research even though its enforce
ment mechanisms could be applied only to Council
funded research. 

Those two drafts are gone, and with them the at
tempt to produce a narrowly-conceived 'Code.' But 
the ·Policy Statement' that replaced it early this year 
is not all that dissimilar in character. There is still an 
attempt to exercise undue power from above, in that 
Research Ethics Boards are still to be set up to en
force ·guiding principles· and 'policies' which have 
replaced the old 'Code .· ' Policy Statement' seems 
here ri thinly disguised euphemism for 'Code. · There 
is still an ambiguity about what research the state
ment governs - a fudging of the distinction between 
council -funded research , over which the statement 
does have power, and research otherwise financed . 
There remained until very recently (the latest revised 
draft is not yet available, but at the ACCUTE/ACTR 
Congress session where I presented these reflections 
SSHRC officer responsible for the ethics project. 
Nina Stipich, reported on changes presently being 
made) some tendency to dictate how some forms of 
research can be conducted, as in the section on inter
views and vulnerable minorities, which appear to 
require someone who interviews one or two authors 
to also interview a representative range of authors 
from various vulnerable minorities. While the socially 
regressive protection of corporations and government 
departments which the old 'Code' offered is gone, 
the January 1998 'policy statement' offered no pro
tection.to information obtained from 'whistle-blow
ers · - ostensibly declaring the use of such informa
tion unethical (Ms . Stipich indicates that, following 
ACCUTE representations, the latest unreleased draft 
also presently contains changes here) . And while the 

sity senate. 
Moreover. various ethical questions which schol

ars may have wished to have addressed have not been 
addressed by any of the ethics project documents . 
The possible ethical obligations of humanists to of
fer 'coverage' or 'inclusiveness' are not addressed 
by the medical and social science consideration of 
these issues, nor is the question of whether such is 
sues should be considered a collective or individual 
concern. The ethical obligations on government and 
on funding bodies toward research. including what 
an 'arm's-length ' policy is understood to constitute. 
are considered nowhere in the documents - both 
documents are unidirectional ones in which the more 
powerful impose ethical requirements on the less 
powerful. without imposing similar requirements on 
themselves. Nor are ethical relations among schol
ars considered. or the ethical obligations of scholars 
to investigate cultural issues which those in power 
may wish to have concealed. At a time when the 'pub
lic good' is promoted as a scholarly issue. this omis
sion may make many of us wonder whose good is 
this 'public good ' being constructed as constituting 
- the good of the state and its bureaucracies or the 
good of the citizenry which the democratic state is 
usually understood as representing? · 

There are several ironies here, of which I will 
mention two. One is that an ethics policy which as
sumes medical and natural science models of research 
has now been rejected by the medical and natural 
science councils but accepted in principle by SSHRC. 
Another is that councils that purport to be interested 
in ethical questions continue the dubious ethics of 
covertly conceived and drafted initiatives. with nar
row and utilitarian understandings of research. and 
suspiciously short deadlines . It seems to me that there 
should be an ethical obligation on research councils 
- an obligation to Canadians - to fund the widest 
possible range of research , a range with unpredict
able outcome, rather than the increasingly 'targeted ' 
range that discriminates among and against research 
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areas. I his 'targetmg' may presently represent a rela-
1ively small portion of of SSHRC's research assist
ance programs. but for the Council's funding of schol
arly associations it represents 100% of the funds ii 
makes available. The ending of SSHRC administra-
1ive grants to associations exerts government con-
1rol over associations by s1eering much of their ac-
1ivity inlo government-mandated 'target' areas . It 
diverts !heir energies from the general facilitating and 
dissemination of their members' research to the fo
cused pursuit of 'targeted ' monies . 

Moreover, there are indications in such initiatives 
as the Canadian Foundation for Innovation and the 
Project for Trends that larger proportions of indi
vidual and team research monies are going to be tar
geted. and that the targets are going to be projects in 
the physical and medical sciences rather than in the 
social sciences or humanities. Even if targeted fund
ing remains a relatively small portion of the SSHRC 
rc:search budget. if ii becomes the overwhelmingly 
dominanl pot1ion of Canadian government research 
funding in general. and results in a reduction of 
SSI IRCs share of overall research monies, it will be 
directly harming the ability of the social sciences and 
humani1ies IO contribu1e IO the cultural and social 
well -being of Canada. 

These are all issues of e1hics . There is hypocrisy. 
1 suggest. in an ethics projecl represen1ed as promot
ing fairness being accompanied by funding policies 
1hat direct research IOward pat1icular government
favoured areas . There is hypocrisy in overall poli
cies 1hat seek justly to pro1ect vulnerable minorities 
but not to protect vulnerable difficult-to-target re
~earch areas 1hat might be of direct relevance to the 
vulnerability of those minorities. Whal 'might be ' is 
~ey to humanities research .md 10 basic research gen
erally. But it is almost impossible to forecast or 'tar
get.· I suggest we push the elhics debate, including 
the e1hics of the openness of resean.:h possibilities · 
and of research council transparency. far past where 
1he councils seem prepared to leave it . 

Public Accountability and the Disciplining 
of Research 
Ric Knowles (Guelph) 

I want to start by making it clear that I am not 
opposed, in the traditional humanist ways, to utility, 
and I'm very much in favour of accountability, prop
erly understood. I'm also very much in favour of 
collaboration, particularly genuine collaboration 
across the boundaries between disciplines and be
tween the university and the public sphere. My con
cerns have to do with constructions and defenses of 
research, utility, accountability, and collaboration that 
make it very difficult to do work, especially collabo
rative work, that is genuinely useful. 

*** 
Most public debates about research circulate 

around questions of accountability and "partnerships" 
with 1he public, which in these discourses is usually 
called "the private sector." These debates isolate dis
cussions of research from 1he 01her areas for which 
we ' re responsible. Rarely do accounts of post-sec
ondary education acknowledge 1hat research is part 
of whal we dt), 1hat we teach bolh research .and re
.,earchas (as oppost!d to a !rained job force) or that 
what we are ac.:countahle for is teaching, research, 
and service-including service to the community. (Of 
course this division is itself troubling: what and whom 
do we teach if not research and researchers, and in 
what senses are teaching and research not service lo 
the community?) 

Meanwhile, debates about research take one of 
two tacks . The first uses words like ''partnership" and 
considers research only in its applied form as the 
development of better or more marketable products, 
and "accounlability" lo the community as account
ability to the consumer. Allied with this position are 
accounts of patently absurd research projects that get 
government funding. The implication of these arti
cles is that "the market" would never tolerate such 
wasle. and government should gel out of the busi
ness of funding research that belongs in the private 
scc1or (fundt!d, presumably, by corporate tax breaks 
for R&D). The problem is that ifwe defend ourselves 
i111hese terms, as we increasingly do, we'll not only 



ose-t 1e private sector pro a y can o t ese Jo s 
better-but we' ll allow what is most important about 
our work to be distorted or discarded. 

The second type of article about research takes 
the form of a lament, employs a rhetoric of national
ism. and presents itself as sympathetic to research
ers . These refer to "the brain drain," profile scien
tists being lured to the U.S .. and conclude that "we" 
must find better ways of funding research if "we" 
don ·1 want to lose "our best people" (and the tax prof
its from their patents). They rarely concern them
selves with the social role of the research , or con
sider the sources of the funding that "lures" research
ers away to work on projects that might range from 
Star Wars work funded by the Pentagon to (say) ge
netic engineering. 

I don ·1 think we can continue to buy in to these 
constructions of research . or to defend our work in 
these terms. 

llnlike other educational institutions, and unlike 
other sites of research. universities take as their re
sponsibility the integration of teaching. research , and 
service . in an environment where. ideally. teachers. 
researchers and artists come together across disci
plinary divisions to engage in a larger. collaborative 
enterprise. This has important implications for soci
ety. Because unlike other sites of teaching and re
search. universities concern themselves with the pro
duction, rather than simply the transmission, of 
knowledges and modes of understanding, including 
those that don ' t derive from current disciplinary 
specializations or dominant cultures. Universities are 
now more than ever being asked to engage, first, in 
teachi11~ that is essentially reproductive: students are 
trained reliably to do what we already know how to 
do, so the consumer can be sure that each version of 
the product behaves in a predictable way. In social 
terms. this means they're being taught disciplinary 
ways of thinking by people who have mastered those 
disciplines, so they'll be able to reproduce the pat
terns of thought, the methods, and the values of their 
instructors , eventually taking their instructor's 
places-in the institution and in society-becoming 
"good citizens," with investments in maintaining the 
values and the institutions of the society. 

eanw , e. m umvers1t1es as mm ustry a 
corporate think tanks dedicated to research-and to 
getting a good return on their investment in re
search-work is carried out on the scientific princi 
ple of repeatability. The experiment is only success 
ful if it can be exactly reproduced in any context . 
regardless of whether there's a thunder storm. an 
epidemic, or a revolution going on outside the lah. 
In fact it depends for its validity on the "purity" of a 
laboratory environment free of social or cultural.
in both senses--contaminants. This research also 
ensures that the products available to consumers are 
reliable, consistent, reproducible . and-even if"new 
and improved" (that is. more efficienl)-essentially 
congrnent with the world as we know it. We find what 
we look for, and in projects funded directly by in
dustry or by particular government offices. what we 
look for emerges directly and predictably from what 
we have. This is called progress . But to accept these 
constrnctions of our research. and to defend and pub
licize it in these terms. is to limit our social roles as 
researchers to product development and cultural re
production. 

If Universities have a contribution to make to re
search, and grounds to defend our work as useful and 
publically accountable. these have to do with a dif
ferent kind of teaching and research . Ideally. Uni
versities bring together teaching. research. and serv
ice in a continuum in which a community of learners 
as researchers and members of the community bring 
their different disciplinary approaches. cultural back
grounds, genders, societal positionings. experiences. 
and situated understandings to bear on the world . In 
this way they develop. and analyze the impacts of. 
not simply new, improved, and more specialized tech
nologies for cultural reproduction, but new and hy
brid knowledges , methods, understandings. and pos
sibilities for scientific. social. and cultural produc
tion that effects changes in direction-changes in con
sciousness and in the social formation itself. 

A time of limited funding is commonly one of 
retrenchment, and it's my impressionistic sense from 
the last round of SSHRC Major Research Grant re
sults that we ' re in such a time. Most successful ap-
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pllcauons I know of were fi-om senior scholars, firmly 
positioned in a traditional discipline, usually with a 
hook contract, working on projects that reflect 
SSHRC's admirable, but in its application problem
atic focus on training future researchers (and fund
ing graduate students). I suspect that this result was 
not intended by SSHRCor its committee members , 
but it is the predictable outcome of the ways applica
tion forms and committee structures discipline re
search. I suspect most of us working in my fields, 
Theatre/Performance Studies & Cultural Studies, and 
in other interdisciplinary areas, have come up against 
the section of the Grant application that asks us to 
choose codes from an inhospitable list to identify our 
project's Discipline and Secondary Discipline (from 
table 4) , Research Area and Secondary Research Area 
(from Table 6J , "Geographic" (there 's no noun) and 
"Secondary Geographic"( from Table 5 ), as well as 
the "Temporal period covered by research." And this 
information is used to decide what committee, made 
up of established researchers from a somehow-de
tennined sense of period. geographical, disciplinary, 
and other representation, will assess and rank the 
application against other projects that I always sus
pect better fit the categories . 

Elsewhere, collaborative projects, which are con
structed using hierarchical and scientific laboratory 
models of collaboration and specialization rather than 
culturally productive interdiscursive ones, are asked 
to identify and account for the roles of Principle In
vestigator. Co-investigator(s). and Collaborator(s), as 
well as the role and training of graduate students. 
Finally. although "partnerships" are encouraged, 
SSHRC has increasingly discouraged the employ
ment of non-Univusity personnel on research 
projects-and this includes such things as the "part
nership devdopment" program for Strategic grants
in a way that in practice de-skills graduate students 
.md prohibits real, funded collaboration drawing upon 
the distinct skills and knowledges of the wider, non
academic community. Community partnerships, in 
this construction. can 011/r involve arrangements 
arnund co-funding a,id what is called "the dissemi
nation of results" rather than active participation in 
the research itself ( including its formulation, the con-

struct10n of Its archive, and the carrying out of the 
research), or the sharing and cross-testing of 
knowledges and expertise. Partnerships, accordingly, 
are pretty much limited to "the private sector" and 
"the public sphere"-industry or government-rather 
than being open to social service organizations, art
ists, or the general public, and research is increas
ingly understood in our own policies and practices, 
as a contractinR out of our "specialized skills"-our 
"results." Inquiries around the ways in which SSHRC 
money can be applied for and spent in collaborative 
projects with, say, social service organizations in the 
community, or with theatre workers or other artists
and this is true even of special SSHRC programs like 
the Strategic Partnership Development grants which 
were desif?ned to promote community partnerships
regularly come up against the response that SSHRC 
only funds academic research, not community ex
pertise, experiential or applied knowledge, or other 
non-traditionally academic forms of analysis . These 
things are to be funded by the community partner
who must. therefore, already have money. Workers 
at , for example , a women 's shelter, cannot be funded 
as collaborators on an academic cultural studies re
search project focusing on violence against women. 
Theatre professionals or other artists cannot take an 
active, funded , collaborative role in academic re
search about areas of work where they best know 
what is needed. If our research is to be genuinely 
useful, if we are to be truly accountable to the pub
lic , and if we are to engage in genuinely productive 
interdiscursive collaboration, we need to allow for 
and encourage the creative use of research funding 
across these boundaries and binaries , including find
ing ways of involving un- or underfunded front-line 
community workers, theatre professionals , or other 
artists-people who best know what is genuinely 
socially useful-together with university-based aca
demic researchers, in the collaborative formulation 
as well as the carrying out of research projects. It 
would be extremely exciting if SSHRC (and HSSFC) 
could find ways to reconsider its understandings of 
utility, accountability, and collaboration, and focus 
its mechanisms on finding ways of facilitating such 
genuinely productive, socially useful, and truly an-
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*** 
So: I think we need to take a close look at our 

application forms. our committee structures, and the 
constitution and rhetorical construction of our pro
grams. with a view to understanding how they con
struct. discipline, and contain our research . And we 
need to start defending and promoting our work in 
ways that reflect its real social value , rather than its 
"accountability" defined as product development, 
economic stimulation, or social and cultural repro
duction . 

Research Realities 
l\lervyn Nicholson (UC Cariboo) 

New Historicism. probably the now dominant 
force in English studies, teaches us that literature is 
a function of social context. a function. that is, of 
social inequalities/conflicts. Despite the dominance 
of this way of thinking, English professors seem re
luct:mt to apply it to our profession and the research 
we do . For most people not in our field, the term 
··research"' means the measurement of physical ob
jects and events. and the reason for conducting re
search is to obtain new information that is capable of 
generating profits for corporations. Research in Eng
lish studies-largely a matter of reading in librar
ies-does not match this meaning very well, and to 
explain our work to ourselves and to the public, we 
need to understand our social context, the forces that 
are creating the circumstances we must contend with . 
The main feature of this social context is the 
corporatizing and privatizing of the university, 
whereby the research function is ever more obviously 
a subsidy to business, and education is reconceived 
as job training (which is also a subsidy to business, 
but in a different form). 

In tum, the corporatizing/privatizing of the uni
versity is part of the erosion of the welfare state, to
gether with increasing integration with the United 
States . One did not realize just how much social de
mocracy there was in Canada, until it started disap
pearing. Post-secondary education has been just as 

'i 
muc a part o 1s soc1a emocrat1c m rastrm:turc 
as public health care. Both emerged in their familiar 
form during the economic boom of the '60s. At the 
same time, an immense expansion of universities in 
the U.S. was taking place. mainly stimulated by the 
need for the research/technology required for win
ning the Cold War. The American development fol
lowed its own logic. but though different from Cana
da's this American model now increasingly acts as 
the model for us. with its stratified universities. its 
emphasis on subsidizing business (and subsidies from 
business), and its concentration of research functions 
in a small group of elite institutions. During the pe
riod of the Cold War. some claim to demonstrating 
equality, providing employment. and justice for all 
was essential. Now, however. this claim has been 
dropped in favor of emphasizing trickle-down eco
nomics and market realities . 

What are these realities ? A vague idea of the 
forces that are shaping the future of our schools and 
hence of our profession is not sufficient . Some de
gree of precision is essential. especially about the 
influential American social context. What is con
spicuous about U.S. culture is the prevailing para
digm of inequali(r. 20% of Americans own 94'7c of 
the financial wealth , with the top I o/c owning 48% ; 
the remaining 94% of the population making do with 
6% . The means of this inequality is the structure of 
corporate ownership. 200 corporations own more 
than 60% of aJI manufacturing assets. Indeed. over 
80% of manufacturing assets are owned by one quar
ter of one percent of all American manufacturing 
corporations. In the early '90s. a mere 600 corpora
tions took in more than 80% of all sales revenues . 
Economic power is extraordinarily concentrated. and 
globalization is resulting in further concentration. In 
the world as a whole, 200 corporations account for 
70% of foreign direct investment and 25% of world 
capital assets.1 In 1965, the richest 20% of the world's 
population received 69% of world income; in 1990, 
it was 83 .4%. 2 Daniel Singer 's observation perhaps 
sums up: "We're living in a world in which the wealth 
of its 447 dollar billionaires exceeded in 1996 the 
income of half of the world's population .") 

This inequality has been increasing at the very 
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same lime that the economic growth rate, measured 
decade by decade, has been slowing down. Thus the 
annual average U.S. rate of growth in the '60s was 
4..t9'c. in the 1970s 3.29'c, in the 1980s 2.8%, and in 
the first half of the 1990s. 1.7%. The overall picture 
is one of economic stagnation, average unemploy
ment rising decade by decade Uust as the average 
growth rate declines), stagnating real incomes, in
creasing inequality and poverty, and a longer work 
week for most people-a longer work week ironi
cally accompanied by more and more automation. 
The same trends are well in evidence in Canada, with 
li11le to stand in the way except the very social demo
cratic infrastructure which is now disappearing, as 
tuition fees rise and the whole notion of public ac
cess to higher education gives way to regulation by 
the market and government cuts. 

The inequality that is so conspicuous a feature of 
American culture is plainly evident in its university 
system. Universities in the United States are obses
sively hierarchical, both internally and externally. On 
top of a steep pyramid. there is a tiny group of pri
vate institutions ([he "Ivy League" schools and a few 
others). helow which are the major public universi
ties (e .g .. "University of California"), and then the 
"State" universities ("San Jose State University" etc.), 
followed by a bewildering array ofother colleges and 
universities which either do not have research ca
pacity or actively discourage research on the part of 
faculty. 

When I was Chair of English at University Col
lege of the Cari boo, a woman who was Canadian by 
citizenship but had lived all her life in the U.S. called 
me about a position we had. Her CV was excellent 
and she was teaching at a venerable (private) 
midwestcm liberal arts college ( "founded 1848" ). but 
she was extremely anxious on one point. Did we do 
research? Of course. I said. Research is required. Her 
response surprised me: that at the place where she 
was teaching. she was told emphatically not to do 
any research. that all her time was to be devoted to 
her students. To do research was a sign of not giving 
everything to her teaching, a sign of delinquency ... 
. That was why she wanted out: to separate teaching 
from studying the subject was wrong, in her view. 

Not only 1s the American system obsessively hi
erarchical, with all the damage that the obsessively 
hierarchical mentality entails, but it has a distinction 
that does not obtain in Canada. In Canada, there are 
virtually no "private" universities; almost all are pub
lic and publicly funded. The public pays for them 
and has a right to expect a certain level of quality, 
and up to now an undergraduate degree from any 
institution in Canada is, in terms of quality, as good 
as an undergraduate degree from any other institu
tion in Canada (some might argue about doctorates, 
but that is another story) . There are no "teaching" 
schools in Canada. The distinction between "re
search" institutions and "teaching" institutions, which 
is fundamental to the American model, does not ex
ist in Canada. Everybody teaching upper-level Eng
lish in Canada is expected to be engaged in studying 
the subject, study that is typically expressed in the 
form of publishing, conference papers, editing, and 
related activities: "research." The theory is that those 
who teach others must be teaching themselves; they 
must be studying in an advanced way the subject that 
they are sh:.u-ing with their students at a more elemen
tary level. 

So what is the bottom line? We must resist the 
pressure to create elite "research" schools, a handful 
of universities that absorb the research funding, while 
other, lesser institutions are relegated to "teaching." 
Research is a part of teaching, an indispensable req
uisite to quality education, and students have a right 
to be taught by professors who are engaged in it. But 
this brings me to the real point, the real value of re
search in English studies. It is research-the study 
of the subject-that makes English studies what it 
is: an intellectual counter-environment in which the 
irrationality and wastefulness of the ''real world," as 
indicated by the statistics I cited, can be recognized 
for what they are. The notion that society cannot af
ford research in humanities at all institutions, or that 
it cannot afford higher education for all those who 
want it and are capable of it, is not convincing, in 
view of what society can afford. For example, "In 
1992 U.S. business spent an estimated $ I trillion 
dollars (one in every six dollars of GDP) on market
ing. simply convincing people to consume more and 
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Notes 

I Figures derive from the U.S. governments Statisti
cal Ahstract of the United States . See Michael 
Dawson and John Bellamy Foster, "The Political 
Economy of the Information Highway." Monthh 
Rel'iew 48.3 (July/August 1996): 40-57. 

Thoughts for Consideration: A Different 
Kind of Doctoral Program 
Mary L. Griffin (Kwantlen UC) 

My working title for this article was "A modest pro
posal for maintaining the numbers of English doctoral 
students and the funding that comes with them while 
ensuring that we do not train more students for the pro
fession than there are jobs for them." but it sounded too 
despairingly cynical for even these depressing times, 
and I finally decided on the more bland "Thoughts for 
Cnnsidcrntion: A Different Kind of Doctoral Program." 
The genesis of this article lies in email correspondence 
and !L'lephone conversations I had earlier this spring 
with Mervyn Nicholson, the chair of the Professional 
Concerns Committee, as a result of which I was asked 
to outline one possible development that universities 
should consider making to their doctoral programs. 
However, before I outline my thoughts in detail, I will 
put them into context. 

The whole question of the survival of our discipline 
is, I believe, probably the most important of the profes
sional concerns we face at present because our various 
responses to reduced budgets with the resulting threats 
of increased workJoad, course and section cuts, and so 
forth have a major effect on how we treat each other as 
colleagues, particularly when we are members of search 
or tenure committees, and in the way we participate in 
our institutions' dependence upon and often exploita
tion of sessional faculty. We are all aware of this situa
tion, and it is becoming harder to maintain any sense of 
optimism as we continue to defend our departments' 
autonomy and our curricula to administrators challenged 
by reduced budgets and by governments ' increasing 
demands that post-secondary education lead to specific 
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2 See Roberto Patricio Korzeniewicz and Timothy 
Patrick Moran, "World-Economic Trends in the Dis
tribution of Income. 1965-1997." American Jo11rnal 
of SocioloK.\" I 03 (January 1997). 

J Daniel Singer. "Why We Need a New Manifesto,'' 
Monthh Review 50.1 (May 1998): 41. 

4 Dawson and Foster 47. 

job skills . 
There is a certain irony. therefore. that one of the 

criticisms often made about graduate programs in Eng
lish is that they are focussed primarily on training stu 
dents to be professors of English. Perhaps. given the 
shrinkingjob market in English. the universities should 
not accept so many graduate students. However. we 
would be naive if we failed to recognise that at what
ever level we leach, we need students to teach ; our in
stitutions' funding is based on the number of students · 
we serve. If we have no students. we have no jobs . We 
could, however. develop our graduate programs so that 
they offer students more flexibility in arranging their 
studies and are available lo more students. 

If the residence requirement for doctoral programs 
were amended so that PhD students could undertake 
course work part-lime. and if more graduate-level 
courses were delivered in summer sessions and in new 
modes such as intensive short residential courses . there 
would be advantages for both students and universi
ties . 

Part-time students would have more opportunities 
than full-time students to explore career options other 
than academia. A part-time program would also offer 
students a chance to fulfil their desire to complete doc
toral studies without the necessity of accumulating a 
large debt. Universities would benefit because a part
tirne program would allow them to serve a broader range 
of students than is now the case without necessarily 
reducing their FfE numbers. 

Obviously, this kind of course delivery would be 
particularly attractive to mature students of several 
kinds. College faculty would benefit from such a pro
gram. At present, depending upon the provisions out
lined in their various collective agreements, college in-
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structors are not always given sufficient supported leave 
time to take a traditional PhD. At present, a college in
structor is likely to receive a year's education leave to 
undertake course work for a PhD. However, if this 
course won<. could be completed over a few summers, 
a college instructor who was also a doctoral candidate 
could apply for leave for the year during which he or 
she wished to prepare the dissertation. 

Such a program would be particularly attractive to 
instructors who began their careers as educators in com
munity colleges such as my own that have become de
gree-granting institutions. As well, a flexible, part-time 
program would attract students who may not have made 
their careers in academia but who would like, whether 
for personal interest or career advancement, to under
take a rigorous course of study in English. 

·111ere are challenges. of course, to both students and 
university faculty in this kind of a program. In many 
ways. the long-term commitment demanded of the stu
dent in a part-time program may well be ultimately more 
than that demanded of a student who studies full-time. 
The student -professor dynamic which tends to be some
what hierarchical would no doubt be challenged by a 
situation where the student might well be older and/or 
more experienced in some areas than the professor. 
However, possible difficulties shouldn't stop us from 
considering these kinds of changes. 

I should also make clear that I am in no way sug-

Professional Concerns Committee Report 
\lcrvyn Nicholson (lJC Cariboo) 

gestmg that students should not be allowed to under
take traditional, full-time study towards a doctorate. 
Neither am I suggesting that a part-time program be 
any less academically rigorous than a full-time program. 
What I am suggesting is that a part-time program would 
be advantageous to students who might otherwise not 
continue their studies because of financial constraints 
or career pressures, and it might be especially attractive 
to mature students who are already committed to their 
careers. These kinds of students would bring to their 
classes different and challenging perspectives which, I 
believe, could only enhance all students' experiences 
of graduate school. 

These, then, are my "Thoughts for Consideration." 
I have tried to strike a balance between a highly idealis
tic vision of a happy community of scholars engaging 
in life-long learning and a pragmatic, even cynical, so
lution to the problem of whether we are graduating too 
many PhDs given current attitudes towards support for 
English studies and English departments. While insti
tuting doctoral programs designed to serve the needs of 
mature students who already have jobs could well alle
viate many of our concerns about our own and our in
stitutions· responsibility for training people for jobs that 
don't exist. I would rather we focussed on how rede
signing our programs to be more flexible and more, 
(dare I say it?) accountable could ultimately invigorate 
our profession. 

At the Ottawa AGM. a motion was past to streamline the structure of the Committee for Professional Con
cems. and to provide a better liason between the CPC and the ACCUTE executive (see AGM Agenda item 10, 
\farch Newsletter, p. 35) The committee has been restructured to include representatives of different parts of 
ACCUTE membership: 

John Ball (assistant prokssorJ 
Doug lvison (graduate student) 
Lome \iacdonald (associate professor) 
Anne Quenu (sessional. limited term) 
Priscilla Walton ( full professor) 
·11ic committee invites members to share their professional concerns with us. In particular, we are interested in 

members· professional cxpe1ience. Your reflections on what was good. bad, useful or not useful about graduate 
school; wl1;.1t job you first got; your experience with post-docs: your reflections on how you got where you are 
now. Practical nuttcrs such as how you managed financially arc ' of interest. We would like to gather these 



re cct1ons an co ate t em or . poss1 y wit a view to a pane 1scussmn or t • next mccttng. 
wou Id prefer not to have your name used. that· s fine . The members of the 1998-1999 CPC are 

Me1vyn Nicholson (UC Cariboo) nicholson@carins .cariboo.bc.ca 
John C.Ball (New Brunswick) jball@unb.ca 
Douglas Ivison (Montreal) ivisond@magellan.umontreal.ca 
Lome Macdonald (Calgary) macdonal@acs.ucalgary.ca 
Anne Quema (Carleton) (613) 520-2600 x 24334 
Priscilla Walton (Carleton) percy_walton@carleton.ca 

Graduate Student Report 
Jennifer Andrews (Toronto) 

The graduate student meeting at the Ottawa Conference consisted of seven attendees, representing depart
ments from across Canada (including U of Saskatchewan, Dalhousie, U of Victoria. U of Montreal. U of Mani
toba. and U of Toronto). The main topics discussed over the course of the meeting were: 
• the value of adding an adjunct/sessional/underemployed representative to the ACCUTE executive 
• the diminishing attendance of students at the annual Leameds due to cuts in funding by departments 
• the increasing cost of tuition vs. the funding packages being offered to students 
• regional and provincial differences among graduate programs 
• the results of the CACE/ACCUTE survey on hiring practices in Canada 
• the need for better networks among students, particularly during the latter years of the doctoral program 

The main conclusions we reached were that the tuition crisis should be a primary focus over the next year for 
the new grad rep. and that better networking needed to take place to ensure that changes at individual institutions/ 
areas could be shared with other students. 

After some informal discussion about the duties of the graduate rep. (writing columns, participating in execu
tive meetings and e-mail discussions, representing student concerns). we proceeded to elect a new graduate repre
sentative for ACCUTE. Doug Ivison from the U of Montreal won by acclamation (ivisond@magellan.umontreal.ca). 
Doug is a fourth-year doctoral candidate who works in a variety of subject areas including Canadian literature and 
science fiction . Doug would be grateful if any interested students from departments across the country would e
mail him, if they want to act as a student campus rep. for ACCUTE over the next year; it is hoped that this 
networking will improve communication among grad students. 

The meeting concluded with the collection of the e-mails of everyone in attendance. Jen Andrews expressed 
her thanks to the A CC UTE executive for their support over the last year and wished Doug the best of luck in his 
new position. 
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Secretary-Treasurer's Report 
David McNeil 

While I have been drawing attention to the nega
tive stale of ACCUTE's finances in the last few News
leuer reports, there are now some positive develop
ments . First , the membership campaign seems to be 
having some effect, particularly with our targeted 
category-those in full-time, continuing positions. 
These are up slightly over the first five months of last 
year. Second, we have tried to raise more funds from 
other sources and have had some success. Thanks 10 

Barbara Darby advertising revenue is up . Marjorie 
..:onvinced Health Canada 10 help sponsor the Health 
Colloquium (as is HSSFC). These are positive devel
opments for the '98 ACCUTE conference, but all in
volve other groups and so the benefits will be shared. 
In a sense, we are shouldering more responsibility 
for the humanities part of the Congress with less re
sources . It is also important 10 remember that 
ACCUTE is primarily a professional association not 
a business operation. If more tenured faculty across 
Canada joined our ranks . we would not have a finan
cial problem. Perhaps the best news regarding unex
pei.:ted revenue is the registration of O\W 300 for the 
"98 conference, which will mean a greater rebate (see 
note #3 below). We urge you 10 emphasize the politi
cal as well as professional reasons for joining 
ACCUTE. One of the noteworthy initiatives recently 
undt!rtaken by HSSFC is a concerted attempt 10 con
vince Revenue Canada 10 allow academics 10 deduct 
more professional expenses from their taxable in
comes. Our endorsement of this effort will only be as 
strong as our membership. 

We are still paying for some past sins-i.e., the 
travd budget for St . John "s. This year we will be pay
ing oul approximately $12 .000 on $22,273 worth of 
claims, substantially less than we did for the St . John's 
Conforence . We thank all those presenters who used 
travel money from their own institutions 10 fund their 
travel to this year's Congress . If SSHRC eliminates 
the travel grant, then I think we will no longer be able 
to subsidize any of the presenters at the annual con
ference . Since SSHRC has now eliminatt:d the ad
ministrative grant completely. measures will have to 
be taken to get our basii.: operating expenses down . 

The incoming Executive will have to decide if 
ACCUTE can continue to afford a half-time execu
tive assistant. Our February executive meeting was 
held by "conference call," and this format saved us 
approximately $3,500. We have auempted, as you are 
well aware, to use computer technology to cut costs, 
and we want to move more in this direction . 
ACCUTE's WWW-site gives us an inexpensive pres
ence, and perhaps we can use electronic chats or dis
cussion groups to communicate more economically, 
but it takes time for such innovations to become wide
spread. 

ESC under the renewed Carleton team continues 
to be financially very healthy. It should also be noted 
that ESC operates virtually on its own with an annual 
subvention from ACCUTE of$3,000. This is substan
tiaJly less than ACCUTE's conuibution four years ago. 
Steps will be taken to allocated more ESC expenses 
cun-ently absorbed by ACCUTE to the journal; in 
addition. the subvention of $3 ,000 may be reduced 
again. 

There are a number of people at Dalhousie who 
have lent their support to A CC UTE. At the top of the 
list are John Baxter, Chair of the English Department, 
and Graham Taylor, the Dean of the Faculty of Arts 
and Social Sciences . I should also include the staff of 
Financial Services; although they did not make my 
job easy, they did ensure that all ACCUTE expendi
tures were properly accounted for. A special thanks 
to Barbara Darby for maintaining our membership 
database, to Shauna Barry for making several depos
its, and to Keith Lawson for setting up the WWW
site and discussion group. 

A few months ago, I compared managing the 
ACCUTE budget to steering the Titanic-you've 
spotted the iceberg, and now it's a question of getting 
the ship turned in time. If there is anything I regret 
about my tenure as Secretary-Treasurer, it is that I 
was not pro-active enough during my first year in 
opposing the tyranny oftradition-i.e., "we've always 
done ii this way." I do know that I would suggest to 
the incoming Executive that they not hesitate to do 
things dilft:rcntly if it's in the best interest of_ 
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ACCO'l'E. One day I hope 1t can be said of us that "at men) I'm confident that we'll make It (iceberg exper-
least they weren't asleep on the bridge." With Noreen tise at Memorial!). 
and Stella at the helm (and Trevor's computer acu- June 1998 

ACCUTE Finances 1995-97 (unaudited) 

Income Dec. 31/95 Dec. 31/96 Dec.31/97 Notes 

Memberships 
Ad[usted tes 

49,371.40 47,084.80 40,685.00 1 
SSHRCAdm. 11,655.00 8,645.00 12,989.00 2 
SSHRC Trav 11,656.00 11,072.00 11,072.00 
SSHRC Prog. 0.00 5,000.00 
HSSFC/CFH 0.00 416.67 2,374.77 
Mailing Labels 1,554.74 0.00 100.00 
Guide to Grants 0.00 0.00 
Learneds/Congress (net) 6,467.79 2,610.53 4,575.10 3 
Interest · 1,955.08 1,280.47 
Advertising 700.00 1,380.48 4 
Other p1,655.00~ 200.00 
Total 71,005.0 77,009.47 73,176.35 

Ex~enses 
Travel Grants 22,086.91 17,494.49 31,075.18 5 
ESC 6,326.81 3,000.00 3,000.00 
Priestley Prize 250.00 250.00 250.00 
Executive 129.47 5,978.21 12,137.32 6 
Conference 4,194.40 1,180.09 4,485.87 7 
Salary & Ben. 22,983.66 23,625.71 21,188.05 
HSSFC/CFH 0.00 4,340.00 5,276.00 
Office Supplies 205.34 440.18 586.03 
Postage 2,215.39 1,865.87 2,916.32 
Courier 0.00 70.05 38.40 
Printing 4,377.99 5,419.07 8,565.61 8 
Phone & FAX 4.55 313.88 950.19 
Ethernet 0.00 188.78 120.00 
Overhead 1,685.30 1,041.32 
Entertainment 0.00 0.00 
Bad Debts 95.00 0.00 
Other £475.59~ 75.00 265.45 9 
Total 6 ,079.2 65,282.65 90,854.42 

Net Balance 6,925.78 11,726.82 (17 ,678.07) 

The adjustment for 1996 reallocates the cost of the teaching release for the Secretary-Treasurer 
(paid twice in 1997 for 1996 and 1997). Hence, the Net Balance of $11,726.82 is $2,893 less than 
reported in 1997. 
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Notes to "ACCUTE Finances 1998": 

1) Our Membership Fee Revenue dropped by almost $7,000 in '97. Obviously, this reflects our 
declining membership numbers (see chart below). 
2) The SSHRC administrative grant was eliminated for 1998 (our '97 grant, however, was roughly 
$4,000 more than it was in '96). 
3) This revenue represents the difference in conference registration fees (i.e., the "Congress" 
Registration) and expenses (e.g., audio-visual, food, etc.). 
4) Advertising revenue was up in '97 and will increase again in '98. 
5) The $31,075.18 includes plenary speakers. We had budgeted $30,000 for travel to the St. John's 
conference. 
6) There were two executive meetings in '97 (Halifax, St. John's). Because both were in one end of 
the country, the travel costs for these meetings were high. A conference call replaced one of these 
meetings in '98; hence, the '98 costs will be less. 
7) This figure includes the costs of the 1997 wine & cheese and labor on the "shared program." 
8) This figure includes the cost of printing the "shared program" of the Allied Associations for which 
we were given a one-time grant of $5,000 in '96. 
9) This figures includes a gift, sponsorship of the AUTE (Atlantic University Teachers of English) 
Conference ($100), and membership fees for CACE (Canadian Association of Chairs of English). 

Membership Profile 1994-98 

Category Jan.'94 Jan.'95 Jan. '96 Jan.'97 J.fillJlli '94-'98 ~ .%:fill 

Regular 666 635 580 530 499 (167) 58.8 52.4 
Retired 40 40 40 43 49 9 3.5 5.3 
Student 306 339 329 339 287 (19) 27.0 30.2 
Under Employ. m 127 12.9 133 116 !fil 1!U. 12.1 

Total 1,133 1, 141 1,078 1,045 951 (182) 

Statistics on Loss of Tenure and Tenure-Track Positions in Canadian English 
Departments 
(from Professor Murray's Report on the 1997 CACE I ACCUTE Hiring Survey) 

Number of reporting Departments: 35 
Total number of tenure and tenure-track positions in September 1987: 880.67 
Total number of tenure and tenure-track positions in September 1997: 721.62 
Total loss of tenure and tenure-track positions over ten years: 159 or 18% 
Increase in full-time enrolments in English degree programs, 1987-97: 19.5% 



President's Report 
Marjorie Stone 

The Ottawa Conference and the Inaugural 
Congress 

The Ottawa ACCUTE Conference drew more than 
300 registrants, returning to numbers we have not seen 
for several years now. There was a sense of excite
ment and change in the air at the inaugural Congress, 
arising from higher than usual registrations for many 
associations and new features of the learned society 
meetings. These included the interdisciplinary Col
loquia series, the expanded Book Fair with its cafe 
area, and events such as the International Humanities 
Forum and the Breakfasts on Campus, with Ann Me
dina on ·'Valuing Culture" and Paul Martin on "The 
Public Good" among the speakers. The Congress v. as 
altcnded by more than 8,000 scholars in total, mak
ing it the largest scholarly gathering in North America. 
Media coverage was more detailed and positive than 
for · past learned society meetings, thanks to the ac
tive liaison work of Chad Gaffield, President of the 
Humanities and Social Sciences Federation, Len 
Findby as Vice-President, External Relations, and 
members of the Congress staff. The Ottawa Citizen, 
for example, cited Ann Medina's statement in promi
nent letters, that "teaching humanities and social sci
em:es·· are the "keys to the future." Another Ottawa 
Citi::.e11 article on the International Humanities Fo
rum ran under the title, "Knowledge of the Bard can 
put students in the boardroom." 

ACCUTE's plenary sessions featuring Ed Pechter 
(Concordia), Mary Jacobus (Cornell), and Linda and 
Michael Hutcheon (U of Toronto) all attracted large 
audiences, filling a lecture theatre seating 200. Our 
three professional concerns sessions on Research 
Agendas, Ethics and f:unding; The Future of English 
Studies; and The Migration of Degrees and Expertise 
were also well attended. Once again, our program was 
enriched by many joint sessions with other societies 
in the Allied Associations group. I heard very enthu
siastic reports, for example, about the Canadian So
ciety of Medievalists plenary speaker, Linda Ehrsam 
Voigts (Missouri), in a session crosslisted in our pro
gram on "Englishing Latin" in late medieval medi-

cine and science. 
A combination of circumstances contributed to a 

virtual metamorphosis of ACCUTE's usual program 
this year. These included the loss of $11,000 in an
nual SSHRC support, Federation funding tied to the 
themes of the three Colloquia, new pressures to en
gage in public outreach, ACCUTE's coordination of 
the Health Colloquium, and the continued growth of 
the Shared Program of the Allied Associations, which 
the ACCUTE office again co-ordinated. As a result, 
we ran five concurrent sessions this year. Those who 
were at the Ottawa conference should let the new 
Executive know their views on this change, as well 
as other more substantive ones in the conference con
tent. Some members have welcomed the transforma
tions these developments have brought, in particular 
the enhanced interdisciplinarity, while others have 
expressed concerns about the emphasis on public ac
countability increasingly shaping scholarly meetings 
and research opportunities. 

The external forces driving these changes are not 
easily ignored. Up until the good news announced 
immediately following our conference (see below, 
under the report on SSHRC), even the Humanities 
and Social Sciences Federation (HSSFC) faced the 
complete phasing out of its former stable annual fund
ing of $650,000 and the prospect of struggling to sur
vive on "project" grants from SSHRC to run the 
learned society meetings, the Aids to Scholarly Pub
lication Program, and other important programs. 
SSHRC, in its turn, operating under Industry Canada, 
feels the pressures for accountability and meeting 
politically determined agendas emanating from gov
ernmental bureaucrats and politicians-among them, 
politicians who advocate the elimination of SSHRC 
itself. Needless to say, the effects of such a develop
ment on infrastructure for humanities teaching and 
research would be little short of catastrophic. 

Given these pressures, the Executive sought to main
tain a difficult balance in organizing the 1998 confer
ence program, combining the kinds of initiatives 
SSHRC and HSSFC are advocating with sessions that 
maintained ACCUTE's traditional focus on literary 
studies and the individual curiosity-d1iven research 
of our members As we had hoped, the opening and 
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closing plenaries of the conference reflected these 
differing emphases, as well as the imaginative ways 
in which members of our profession approached the 
Congress themes, both engaging with them and re
fusing to be bound by them. 

"Welcome to the world of targeted research!," Ed 
Pechter sardonically observed in our opening plenary, 
acknowledging the Congress theme of health only to 
subtly dismantle conventional approaches to it in a 
refreshingly provocative and witty treatment of "criti
cism as contamination" in the history of Othello in
terpretation. In their closing plenary on "Physicians 
on the Operatic Stage and in History," the Hutcheons 
more directly addressed the health theme, but again 
shifted the register to issues of representation in a 
multi-media presentation that was itself operatic in 
nature. As such, it formed a wonderful finale both to 
the conference and to the interdisciplinary Colloquium 
on Health. 

The Health Colloquium co-ordinated by ACCUTE 
and the Canadian Philosophy Association contributed 
to this year 's more positive media coverage of the 
learned societies meetings, with an article in The 
Glohe and Mail on "Putting the art back into the heal
ing arts." Since the CPA Program Chair had no ad
ministrative support, the burden of the work on this 
initiative was handled by the ACCUTE office. It was 
difficult to determine how successful the Federation 
publicity was in actually bringing in members of the 
public to some of the Health Colloquium events . But 
we did succeed. to some extent, in a different form of 
outreach by inviting health professionals and govern
ment officers to participate in Health Colloquium ses
sions as Chairs and Respondents and organizing a 

· public roundtable on Native Cultures and the Heal
ing Arts involving artists, writers and health profes
sionals from aboriginal communities in the Ottawa 
region and elsewhere. As well, we flagged a substan
tial list of ACCUTE sessions of general public inter
est in response to the Congress request for publicity 
information-including our professional concerns ses
sion on "The Future of English Studies and the Pub
lic Good." I also applied for additional funding from 
Health Canada for the Health Colloquium, and used 
the contacts this developed as an opportunity to raise 

the profile of the Coiloqumm and the Congress among 
government officials. 

In response to this application. we received a grant 
of $5,000 from the Health Promotion branch. to add 
to the $5 ,000 provided by the Federation. Much of 
this Health Canada funding went to other societies 
than ACCUTE, since Health Canada selected certain 
sessions to fund. The same was true of the Federation 
funding, which was distributed among seven asso
ciations. But we benefited from both sources of fund
ing for some joint and public sessions on health in 
our own program (for example, the panel on Native 
Cultures and the Healing Arts, which was cross-listed 
by five different societies). Equally important, this 
funding helped to free up some of our own budget for 
sessions on other topics than the targeted themes. 

Our association is faced with difficult choices in 
planning future conferences and in determining the 
general directions we should move in. Should we ac
knowledge the political and economic forces that are 
transforming SSHRC and HSSFC. grasp opportuni
ties created by changes in their funding structures for 
learned society meetings, and rally to their call to act 
to demonstrate the public value of our teaching and 
research? Or should we vocally resist being shep
herded in predetermined directions, insist upon the 
importance of supporting non-targeted research dis
semination, underline the dangers a new utilitarian
ism poses to the larger public good, and draw back 
from funding opportunities that may compromise our 
own, internally generated mandate-even at the cost 
of becoming a less influential player in the annual 
Congress? 

The fact is that we may have to engage in a strate
gic mix of both kinds of actions, if we are to survive 
and grow as an association, and we must do so with 
substantially fewer resources than in the past and a 
declining membership base. As Heather Murray's 
important report on Hiring and Enrolment in this 
newsletter indicates, among the 35 English Depart
ments who responded to the CACE/ACCUTE sur
vey this past year, there has been a loss of 159 tenure 
and tenure-track positions (a decline !)f 18%) between 
1987 and 1997. In the same period, Statistics Canada 
figures indicate that enrolments have risen by almost 



20%. Little wonder that ACCUTE has seen a decline 
in its own full-time members in the same period, and 
that most of our members feel they have less and less 
time to attend conferences and engage in their re
search-the research project that may have been "ap
proved but not funded," in the last year's SSHRC grant 
ajudicmion process. In the latest tum of events, how
ewr. it seems that all of these projects have now been 
approved and funded .... 

Good News: SSHRC Grants, Fellowships, 
and Research Leave Stipends 

After two years of sounding alarms about cutbacks 
and declines of various sorts, I am happy to conclude 
my term as A CC UTE President with good news on at 
least one front. SSHRC Council met as the Ottawa 
Congress was taking place, and, drawing on its $12.9 
million budget increase, decided to raise several of 
its budget allocations, and to approve t\\'.O new allo
cations. These increases and new allocations include: 

• a $5 million increase in its Standard Research 
Grants and Major Collaborative Initiatives Programs, 
for a total of $40.5 million, permitting the awarding 
of 112 Standard Research Grants that were recom
mended but not funded in 1998-99 and raising the 
success rate to 43% 

• a $3.7 million increase in its fellowships program, 
for a total of $30.2 million, raising the success rate 
for doctoral fellowships to 43%, and permitting the 
awarding of an additional 58 doctoral fellowships and 
38.9 PDFs; doctoral fellowships will also increase to 
$16,620 from $15,000 

• a $3 million increase in its targeted research fund
ing for a total of$15.6 million, to permit the develop
ment of three new targeted thematic programs on the 
social and cultural determinants of health, social co
hesion, and the cultural, social and economic chal
lenges of a knowledge-based society 

• restoration of $300,000 in annual base funding to 
the Humanities and Social Sciences Federation, to 
organize the annual Congress, run the Aids to Schol
arly Publication Program, and carry out its other ac
tivities 

• a total budget of $4.5 million for communication 

of research results, including the funding for the 
HSSFC 

• $3 million for a new pilot project to establish 16 
innovation centres to promote knowledge transfer 
between the universities and the community, inspired 
by the HSSFC proposal for Research and Informa
tion Crossrq_ads Centres (see below) 

• $1.5 million to "revitalize" the Research Time Sti
pends (RTS) program 

Members of ACCUTE will be particularly pleased 
to hear of the increases to the Standard Grants and 
Fellowship programs, as well as the restoration of 
funding for Research Time Stipends, the focus of per
sistent lobbying by ACCUTE and other humanities 
associations. The new RTS program will have two 
new features, however: universities will be asked to 
approve stipend requests prior to researchers submit
ting their applications, and SSHRC will provide 50% 
of teaching replacement costs, requiring the remain
ing 50% to be matched by the researcher's univer
sity. This change may make it more difficult for re
searchers from small institutions to obtain Research 
Leave Stipends. There may also be some cause for 
concern about the shift away from relying on national 
peer review committees to decide on eligibility for 
Research Leave Stipends. The university structures 
for making these decisions evidently remain to be 
qetermined, and are outside of SSHRC's control. 

SSHRC's New Vice-President 

Among other good news from SSHRC, Professor 
Pat Demers, Chair of the Department of English at 
the University of Alberta, has recently been appointed 
Vice-President to Council. Professor Demers has been 
an active and articulate spokesperson for the humani
ties. She was also a speaker at the Congress Interna
tional Humanities Forum. The appointment of Pro
fessor Demers as Vice-President of SSHRC is very 
good news indeed for members of our association. 
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The New University-Community Research 
Innovation Centres: Creating a Stronger 
Humanities Public Profile 

This new $3-million SSHRC pilot program was in
spired by the HSSFC proposal to create university
community "crossroads" centres or CRICS bringing 
researchers and students together with community 
groups, public services and private businesses active 
in social, economic and cultural areas. SS HR C's ad
aptation of the HSSFC proposal loses some of the 
open-ended dimensions that made it a particularly 
positive model, from the perspective of humanities 
researchers . SSHRC will work instead with a model 
influenced by the centres of excellence, emphasizing 
areas of strength at particular universities and creat
ing centres focusing on particular investigator/com
munity-initiated research themes, such as health, lit
eracy, fisheries , youth , family violence or aboriginal 
issues. This kind of"top-down" model is increasingly 
evident in SSHRC's programs. 

Many members of ACCUTE may understandably 
object to the targeting of such issues, and the social 
sciences bias they reflect. Nevertheless , there are sev

. eral reasons why I would strongly encourage active 
participation by humanities researchers in these new 
centres. First, the crossroads program will create sites 
i"n which humanities and social science researchers 
interact with the wider public. It is important that 
members of the disciplines represented in ACCUTE 
be there, developing alliances between programs in 
English literature, drama or rhetoric and writing and 
various kinds of regional arts groups, culture groups, 
literacy groups, small publishers, and the kinds of 
businesses that are now engaged in co-op programs 
in rhetoric and writing. Such alliances could do much 
to counteract the common view that research in lit
erature, cultural studies and writing is of no "social" 
value-a view that is often expressed in the current 
political context. 

Secondly, because the new centres will promote 
networks in particular communities and regions, they 
may provide a context in which researchers from col
leges and smaller institutions can come together with 
researchers from large universities . At a time when 

so many active researchers are teaching m mst1tut1ons 
where support for research is lacking. much is to be 
gained from networks that connect large and small 
institutions in regional initiatives . Electronic 
techologies facilitate the formation of such networks, 
despite considerable distances between institutions, 
as in the case of BC's universities and its university 

· colleges. 
Finally, as the recent 'Trends" program announced 

by SSHRC in partnership with the Strategic Policy 
Secretariat indicates, there are powerful forces that 
will marginalize the humanities ifwe allow ourselves 
to be marginalized. The government allocation of 
$800,000 million to the Canadian Foundation for In
novation. with little or no provision for the involve
ment of humanities research or even of the social sci
ences, is another powerful example. SSHRC's Presi
dent Dr. Marc Renaud has been vigorous in objecting 
to this exclusion of humanities and social sciences 
perspectives from the medical and scientific research 
funded by the CFI. This exclusion seems particularly 
troubling at a time when the cultural and social con
sequences of new technologies and biotechnologies 
call for careful analysis and investigation . 

Since Dr. Renaud is himself a social scientist, hu
manities researchers need to be vigilant in their turn 
to resist the social sciences tilt often evident in SSHRC 
initiatives. Specialists in literature, drama, cultural 
studies and writing should claim title to their propor
tion of new project funds, and use their research to 
adapt the very terms in which the projects are cast. 
SSHRC senior officials and government will be 
watching the outcome of this pilot program closely, 
and it is possible that it will have ripple effects for its 
other programs-in particular, effects on the use of the 
more than $15 million now directed to targeted re
search. 

Research Concerns 

The joint ACCUTE I ACTR forum on research at 
the Ottawa Conference led to some very interesting 
presentations, both from members of ACCUTE and 
ACTR and from two senior SSHRC officials, Denis 
Croux, Director of the Strategic Grants Program, and 
Nina Stipich, who has been in charge of the contro-



versial TriCouncil guidelines on research ethics. In 
preparation for the forum, I sent both officers a back
ground letter summarizing some of the concerns that 
had kd to the forum, including the following: 

• the proportion of SSHRC funds directed to tar
geted as opposed to non-targeted and curiosity-driven 
research 

• the conceptual models underlying the Major Col
laborative Initiatives Program, and their suitabilty to 
certain kinds of humanities projects involving 
longterm foundational research 

• the social sciences bias of research paradigms in 
the Standard Grants program and SSHRC Strategic 
themes 

• opportunities for researchers at smaller institutions 
• concerns that research focused on trends deter

mined by "hot button" issues and industrial or corpo
rate agendas might reinforce current intellectual and 
ideological hegemonies, impede the formation of new 
knowlege, and neglect perspectives gained by a fuller 
understanding of cultural contexts and historical ex
peril'nce 

• the neglect of humanities perspectives in the prepa
ration of the initial Tri Council Code on Research Eth
ics , and the imposition of inappropriate paradigms on 
humanities researchers, as demonstrated in the brief 
drafted by Frank Davey, ACCUTE Past-President and 
its HSSFC delegate 

In many respects, the presentations of both officers 
were reassuring. Denis Croux was able to offer evi
dence of SSHRC's continuing commitment to non
targeted research, and to draw attention to SSHRC's 
budget distribution and its new budget allocations. 
Nina Stipich presented evidence that substantive 
changes had been made in the new version of the 
guiJelines for research ethics accepted by SSHRC, 
in response to the humanities lobby in which Frank 
Davey's brief played such a central role. 

Numerous serious concerns remain, however, as the 
articles coming out of the Research Forum in this 
newsletter indic:ite . Frank Davey (Western) analyses 
the disturbing pattern of topdown agendas, lack of 
consultation and exclusion of humanities perspectives 
in several SSHRC initiatives; Ric Knowles (Guelph) 
shows how SSHRC's emphasis on "partnering" with 

the private sector has favored business and industry 
over arts, advocacy and community groups; and 
Mervyn Nicholson (Cariboo) places the increasing 
concentrations of research expertise in large univer
sities and topdown research agendas in the broader 
context of global concentrations of wealth and con
trol over technologies and the economy. 

All of these concerns call for further action on the 
part of our members, as does Ian Lancashire's analy
sis of the exclusion of humanities researchers from 
the Canadian Foundation for Innovation (his article 
will appear in our September Newsletter) . They also 
indicate, however, that it would be shortsighted to 
blame SSHRC for many of the agendas that are im
posed upon it. Lynne Magnusson spoke for many in 
the audience at the Ottawa Conference when she 
praised SSHRC's officers for the general profession
alism and efficiency with which the council operated 
its various programs, and for the high research stand
ards that it helped to maintain. Many reports and 
SSHRC's recent budget increase also indicate that 
Marc Renaud has proven to be a dynamic leader of 
SSHRC, vigorous in defending its interests and rais
ing its profile. 

*Challenge '98: Proposals Invited* 
Presidents of learned societies have been asked 

by the HSSFC to co-ordinate the preparation of 
three 800-word media reports on research projects 
not currently receiving coverage. The reports are 
meant to draw attention to research results that 
add "to our understanding of the past or the 
present" and to our "thinking about the future." 
The ACCUTE Executive would like to use the 
Challenge '98 initiative to draw attention to the 
importance of foundational and pure research in 
the humanities, as well as to the ways in which 
research in our discipline and associated interdis
ciplinary fields contributes to the public good. 

Since projects by individual researchers remain 
very important in the humanities, the Executive 
would like the three reports co-ordinated by 
ACCUTE to include examples of individual as 
well as collaborative projects. Please send sug-
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gestions (including projects you may be currently 
working on yourself) to the incoming ACCUTE 
President, Professor Noreen Golfman, by August 
I st. The Executive will consider all of the projects, 
and ask certain researchers to assist in the pro
duction of the 800-word reports. Given the size 
of ACCUTE relative to other learned associations, 
we may make a case for proposing more than three 
projects as the subject of HSSFC reports, if a 
number of appropriate ones are suggested. These 
reports will be posted on the Federation website, 
and used in consultations leading to the next fed
eral budget. 

The Allied Associations Secretariat Initiative 
and Liaison with NASSR 

The Shared Program of the Allied Associations ex
panded this year to include the programs of two addi
tional associations , for a total of eleven: 

• Association of Canadian College and University 
Teachers of English, ACCUTE 

• Association for Canadian and Quebec Literatures, 
ACQL 

• Association for Canadian Theatre Research, ACTR 
• Canadian Association for Commonwealth Litera

ture and Language Studies, CACLALS 
• Canadian Comparative Literature Association, 

CCLA 
• Christianity and Literature Study Group, CLSG 
• Consortium for Computers in the Humanities, 

COCH 
• Canadian Society of Medievalists, CSM 
• Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies, CSRS 
• Canadian Society for the Study of Religion, CSSR 
• Film Studies Association of Canada, FSAC 
The ACCUTE office once again coordinated pro

duction of the program, and many improvements in 
the format were made by Barbara Darby and Keith 
Lawson, our two quarter-time Executive Assistants. 
Production of the program was streamlined through 
more consistent use of a standardized template of ses
sion times, the advertising revenue was increased 
through Barbara Darby's refinement of the solicitation 
campaign, and the program was packaged as a sepa-

rate booklet to prevent unnecessary dupltcallon for 
Congress participants who belonged to two or three 
participating societies. 

At a meeting of the Allied Association Executives 
on May 31st in Ottawa, we discussed the benefits 
brought about by the Shared Program initiative to date, 
difficulties with the present informal administrative 
arrangements , and alternative kinds of structures. 
Canadian Comparative Literature Association Presi
dent Richard Cavell pointed out that the Shared Pro
gram has brought a new spirit of opportunity and ex
citement into the Congress meetings. The President 
of the Canadian Society for the Study of Religion, 
Willliam James, noted that the Shared Program is very 
useful in raising the profile of Canadian learned soci
ety meetings with Deans and administrators, given 
its size and the disciplinary diversity it embodies. 
Other positive outcomes include intensified interdis
ciplinary activity and cross-disciplinary exchanges 
through many more joint and multiple-association 
sessions; collaboration in sponsoring high-profile ple
nary and/or internationally recognized speakers:joint 
professional concerns initiatives; economies of scale 
in bulk printing of the Shared Program and/or indi
vidual society programs; and sharing of available 
computer and space resources in the ACCUTE of
fice . The structures already in place for the Allied 
Associations Shared Program also proved to be very 
helpful this past year, when ACCUTE co-ordinated 
work on the Health Colloquium. 

Despite the many positive outcomes, participating 
societies agreed on the need for a more formalized 
and suitable administrative structure than the present 
informal arrangements co-ordinated by ACCUTE if 
the Shared Program venture is to continue. Difficul
ties arise from the fact that many participating asso
ciations are fully bilingual, sponsoring sessions in both 
official languages, while ACCUTE is primarily a 
unilingual professional association. As well, several 
participating societies (such as the Canadian Society 
for Renaissance Studies or the Consortium for Hu
manities Computing) are interdisciplinary in their 
membership, drawing on history, language disciplines, 
and philosophy as well as English literature. Finally, 
notwithstanding the support provided by the initial 



grant from SSHRC, co-ordination of the Shared Pro
gram simply places too great a strain on ACCUTE's 
two executive officers, and on the half-time Execu
tive Assistant, all of whom have teaching and research 
commitments, as well as many other responsibilities 
relating to the normal operation of the association. 

To Jddress these difficulties, the Allied Associations 
passed a motion at its Ottawa meeting calling upon 
"SSH RC for funding to establish an Allied Associa
tions St'cretariat to engage in its activities, at a mini-
11111111 annual rate of $20,000 for the secretariat and 
$5.000 to engage in outreach activities" (moved by 
the President of Comparative Literature Association, 
Richard Cavel!, and seconded by the President of the 
Canadian Society for Renaissance Studies, Judith Rice 
Henderson). I agreed to draft a letter to SSHRC mak
ing the application for this funding , outlining the his
tory of the initiative and the need for more formal 
and adequately funded administrative structures. This 
draft is now circulating among Allied Associations 
Executives. 

The establishment of a Secretariat would permit the 
Allied Associations to build upon the benefits that 
have resulted to date from the Shared Program by 
increasing joint- and multiple society initiatives in 
both official languages, and across a broader range of 
disciplines , and by engaging in more vigorous and 
co-ordinated public outreach. A Secretariat would also 
provide essential administrative infrastructure for 
many specialist societies vital to Canadian academic 
and intellectual life, while respecting the autonomy 
and distinctive cultures that are important to the pres
ervation of their particular identities. Several smaller 
societies are currently struggling to survive as SSHRC 
phases out its old system of individual society ad
ministrative grants, universities downsize their fac
ulty numbers, conference travel support becomes 
more difficult to obtain, and promising young re
searchers find themselves in sessional and part-time 
positions with no support at all for their professional 
activities. 

In a related development growing out of the Shared 
Program, this year two smaller associations, the Chris
tianity and Literature Study Group and the Associa
tion of Bibliotherapy in Canada, requested ACCUTE 

to consider developing a structure that might include 
them as affiliate associations. The Executive will in
vestigate this matter in the corning year. It is possible 
that, if an Allied Associations Secretariat is funded 
by SSHRC, an affiliate structure with ACCUTE may 
not be required. 

A somewhat different informal structure for liaison 
has been proposed by Canadian members ofthe North 
American Society for the Study of Romanticisms. One 
of the founders of NASSR, Tilottama Rajan (West
ern) was invited by the ACCUTE Executive to or
ganize a session for the Ottawa conference. ·This led 
to a very successful session on Romantic 
Historiographies, and also the proposal, from some 
Canadian members on the NASSR Executive, that the 
Canadian branch of NASSR work with theACCUTE 
office in organizing a full day of sessions on Roman
ticism (much as this past year ACCUTE and the Ca
nadian Society of Medievalists organized a day of 
joint sessions). Since there is currently no associa
tion of Romanticists that meets during the Congress, 
our submissions in this field are lower than .in some 
others (a similar pattern occurs with Eighteenth-Cen
tury Studies for similar reasons). After some discus
sion, the Executive decided to try this joint venture at 
the l 999 Conference. 

The CACE I ACCUTE Hiring and 
Enrolment Report and Liaison with the 
MLA 

The report on hiring and enrolment by Heather 
Murray (Toronto) included in this newsletter was a 
focus for discussion both at the CACE meetings, and 
in ACCUTE's Professional Concerns session on the 
migration/immigration of degrees and expertise. Pro
fessor Murray's report was highly praised by alT who 
read it, as was Adrienne Kertzer's work as CACE 
President in preparing the survey and distributing it. 
As those attending the AGM observed, our associa
tion and the profession are much indebted to Profes
sor Murray and Professor Kertzer f?r gathering and 
synthesizing information on such an important set of 
issues. Both CACE and ACCUTE members expressed 
the view that the Murray report provides an excellent 
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locus for further d1scuss10n and mvest1gat10n. Io this 
end, I would encourage all of our members to read it 
carefully and to contact Professor Murray 
<heather.murray@utoronto.ca> with suggestions and 
comments. 

The Ottawa ACCUTE session on the migration/ 
immigration of degrees and expertise also involved 
liaison with the MLA. when David Laurence, Direc
tor of the MLA's English Programs, accepted our in
vitation to participate. He gave a very helpful presen
tation on hiring patterns and employment prospects 
based on recent MLA surveys. The extensive data 
compiled by the MLA does not include infmmation 
on hirings of Canadian PhDs by American universi
ties. Nor was this information sought in the CACE/ 
ACCUTE survey, which reports on hirings only at 
the 35 responding institutions and therefore excludes 
many Canadian hirings as well, particularly in the 
colleges. This, then, is one possible subject for fur
ther investigation. Future liaison with the MLA on a 
variety of professional concerns should be facilitated 
in the future when Linda Hutcheon begins her term 
in the year 2000 as MLA President. 

CACE, Corporatization, and Co-op 
Programs 

This year's Chairs of English meetings included a 
very interesting workshop on the pressures to 
"corporatize" the university and co-op programs in
volving partnership. The organizer, Paul Stevens 
(Queen's), the new President of CACE, began with a 
presentation on the multiple ways in which our disci
pline is being shaped by corporate models and agen
das. Murray McArthur (Waterloo) followed with an 
illuminating overview of Waterloo 's experience with 
co-op programs involving partnering with private sec
tor firms. These presentations led to a wide-ranging 
discussion of whether we could effectively "human
ize" the corporate world, or whether partnerships with 
it would instead corporatize the world of the humani
ties. The Executive hopes to include some of the pres
entations coming out of this session in a future news
letter, and possibly make this subject the focus of a 
professional concerns session at next year's confer
ence. 

Guidelines for Academic Reviews of English 
Departments and/or Programs 

At the 1997 CACE meeting, it was moved that the 
CACE Executive develop criteria for reviews of Eng
lish Departments . Subsequently, the 1997 ACCUTE 
annual general meeting passed the following motion: 
"A CC UTE qffirms the importance of ref?ular, objec
tive external reviews of academic def?ree pro[?rams 
in the discipline of English at Canadian post-second
ary institutions." Last fall, I circulated copies of a set 
of draft guidelines based on the 1997 CACE meeting 
discussions to Chairs, and published this draft in the 
September ACCUTE Newsletter. These guidelines 
were then discussed and revised at both the I 998 
CACE meeting and the 1998 annual general meet
ing, before being endorsed at the ACCUTE AGM with 
a motion calling for their circulation to Canadian 
Chairs of English, with a request "that they bring these 
f?Uidelines to the attention of relevant f?OVernment 
bodies within their institutions. " Adrienne Kertzer 
agreed to draft a preamble to the review guidelines. 
explaining some of the reasons why both CACE and 
ACCUTE thought it important to develop them. The 
guidelines, together with the preamble. will be cin:u
lated this fall. 

The 1996 CACE survey of review procedures for 
Departments and/or degree programs in English found 
that there were substantial variations in practice from 
institution to institution, and province to province. 
Although significant variation is to be expected, both 
CACE and ACCUTE thought it important to under
line certain guidelines of appropriate practice for sev
eral reasons: to provide a means of maintaining pro
gram integrity and disciplinary standards in a time of 
downsizing; to ensure support for research activities 
was provided, where appropriate, and to address work
load issues that might arise; to prevent the imposition 
of inappropriate corporate or government review pro
cedures and the agendas they might reflect; to raise 
issues not normally discussed in departments; to help 
initiate curricular reforms, and to help departments 
and/or programs define their missions within the in
stitutions and the regions they operate within. 

Review Guidelines Endorsed at the I 998 ACCUTE 



Annual General Meeting 
1. Reviews should be carried out at regular inter

val.,·, at least every seven years. 
2. The review process should include at least one 

reviewer external to the institution, and within the 
discipline( s) concerned. 

3. Reviewers should be "arm's-length" andpossess 
discipline-:wecific expertise suitable to the department 
and/or programs being reviewed. 

-1. Department and/or program members should be 
i11fcm11ed in advance of the procedures of the review 
and possible outcomes. 

5. Department and/or program members should be 
invited to participate in the preparation of the review 
materials. 

6. The process of assessing scholarship and teach
ing should be fair, constructive, and appropriate to 
the particular program and the discipline ( or to the 
interdisciplinary mix of a department or program, in 
certain cases). 

7. The institution is responsible for ensuring that 
tilt' reviewers are fully informed of the institutional 
setting. 

H. Assessment should reflect national standards and 
/oce1/ contexts appropriate to the discipline(s). 

9. The administrators conducting the revew should 
disseminate and respond to review recommendations, 
notifving reviewers of action taken in re!>ponse to 
them. 

JO. Departments and/or program members should 
have access to both the reviewers' reports and ad
ministrators' responses to the reports. 

Establishment of an ACCUTE Program 
Committee 

Al the Ottawa AGM, the following motions were 
passed to "promote vigorous and effective operation 
of ACCUTE": 

6. i. That a program committee of specialists in dif 
ferent j,e/ds be established each year to assist the 
Executive in finding suitable vettors and in confer
ence planning. Each year. by September, the Execu
tive should identif.\· specialists to approach. Special
ists 011 the Program Committee should clumge from 

year to year. and both the fields represented and the 
number chosen may vary, depending upon the areas 
of expertise represented on the Executive, patterns of 
submissions, and where applicable, ACCUTE con
ference and/or Congress Colloquia themes. The Pro
gram Committee slwuld include at least one, and pref 
erably two members from the university where the 
Conference will take place. It should also include a 
Canadian Specialist, preferably in the region where 
the conference is taking place, who will serve as Co
ordinator of Readings by writers. 

6.ii. That at the beginning of each President's term, 
the President, in consultation with the Executive, ap
point an Associate Editor for the ACCUTE Newslet
ter to assist in generating articles for each issue and 
planning its contents. The Associate Editor of the 
Newsletter need not be at the same university as the 
President and Secretary-Treasurer. 

A primary motivation for these motions was work- . 
load. Resources to maintain the ACCUTE office have 
diminished with the loss of $11,000 in annual fund
ing from SSHRC, while workload has increased over 
the past two years, given the number of submissions 
ACCUTE now receives annually (over 200), the liai
son entailed in organizing joint sessions with up to a 
dozen other associations, the time required to obtain 
targeted funding and contribute to the planning of 
Congress colloquia, the establishment of a website 
and listserv, and numerous professional concerns. The 
Executive also hopes that the establishment of such a 
committee, drawing on specialists with expertise in 
their respective fields, will involve more members of 
the association in active planning-for the conference 
and lead to a stronger program. 

The A CC UTE practice of double blind vetting, and 
of administering this process through one central of
fice, will remain unchanged. Area specialists on the 
Program Committee will help the President and Sec
retary-Treasurer find vettors for proposals, recom
mend possible groupings of accepted papers and pro
posals, and provide advice in cases where the vetting 
reports on a paper or proposal are mixed in nature. 
Members at the university hosting the Congress will 
help with local arrangements, a responsibility that has 
grown given the new commitment to public outreach 
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and liaison with groups beyond the academy. I he or
ganization of readings by creative writers has also be
come more time-consuming than in the past, given the 
liaison with other associations that usually takes place. 

There is also the possiblity, as proposed at the Allied 
Associations meeting, that the societies collectively may 
make an application to the Canada Council to fund a 
literary festival at the Congress. Since a literary festival 
application must include a minimum of twenty authors, 
organization of such a venture is a major undertaking. 
A festival, however, would be effective in attracting 
positive media attention (there are well established fo
rums for reporting on the arts), and help to foster strate
gic alliances between academic associations and arts 
and cultural groups. 

The Move to Memorial and Expressions of 
Thanks 

When the ACCUTE office moves to Memorial this 
summer, our association's new President Noreen 
Golfman, and her Secretary-Treasurer Stella Algoo
Baksh, will face a difficult and challenging period in 
our association's history, operating with reduced re
sources under adverse circumstances. Any support and 
good will members can provide will, lam sure, be much 
appreciated. In a period when more effective public rep
resentation of the value of what we do as teachers and 
researchers is called for, Professor Golfman's media 
experience makes her very well qualified for the task. 
Given her knowledge of the cultures of several differ
ent learned societies and the HSSFC, she will also be 
well positioned to continue work on collaborative ini
tiatives with other associations. The establishment of 
the ACCUTE office at Memorial at the end of June is 
already well undetway. The new Executive Assistant is 
Trevor Porter. 

There are many people I wish to thank for support, 
advice and assistance over the past two years. Past-Presi
dent Frank Davey has continued to provide invaluable 
advice on matters of strategy and precedent. As HSSFC 
delegate this past year, his incisive analysis of the Tri
Council Code of Ethical Conduct for Research Involv
ing Humans did much to remind SSHRC that it cannot 
and should not marginalize the humanities in its policy 

formulatJOns. Members-at-large Iony Dawson. Lynne 
Magnusson. and Mervyn Nicholson and our graduate 
representative, Jennifer Andrews, have devoted m:my 
hours to providing insightful and detailed input on a 
range of issues and initiatives. Professor Nicholson has 
also assumed the duties of Chair of the Professional 
Concerns Committee. Heather Murray, whose term as 
Member-at-large ended last year, has continued to serve 
the profession through preparing this year 's important 
report on hiring practices and enrolment patterns. and 
through acting as Chair of the Priestley Prize commit
tee. I would also like to thank Sandra Tome, Elizabeth 
Harvey and Keith Wilson for serving on the committee 
this past year. Adrienne Kertzer. as President of CA CE, 
has taken the lead on joint CACE/ACCUTE initiatives 
such as the hiring survey and provided constant, judi
cious advice in her capacity as an ex officio member of 
the ACCUTE Executive. 

In Ottawa, our on-site conference planning wa~ greatly 
assisted by our Departmental Rep, Mary Arseneau, and 
by Don Childs; Angela Robbeson, Karen Kebarle, and 
Sharon Hamilton assisted in organizing readings by 
creative writers. Ottawa Chair Keith Wilson, Professor 
Arseneau and Professor Childs were all active through
out the conference period ensuring that events ran 
smoothly, and making ACCUTE members feel wel
come. The ACCUTE office has also appreciated the 
helpful and prompt information and advice provided 
by several people in the Congress office including Paul 
Ledwell, Director of Congress, Therese De Groote, 
Suzanne Dagenais, Michelle Legault, and Rachel 

. Hamelin. 
Within the Dalhousie office, I am grateful to David 

McNeil for his efficient management of ACCUTE's fi
nances, and of innumerable conference and Executive 
meeting logistics, as well as his work in establishing 
the ACCUTE listserv and website, and in helping to 
find vettors for submissions. Financial administration 
has grown more complicated with the Health Collo
quium, given ACCUTE's role in administering the 
$5,000 of HSSFC funding and my application in Feb
ruary to Health Canada for additional funding support. 
As a result, David McNeil ha~ had to deal with expenses 
related to 4 different budgets: ACCUTE's own budget, 
the SSHRC grant for the Shared Program, the HSSFC 



Health Colloquium funding, and the Health Canada 
Colloquium funding . Through much of June, he has 
spent long hours processing travel claims-dealing with 
different forms for different budget lines. 

David and I are both deeply indebted to the profes
sional expertise, organizational abilities and technical 
skills of Barbara Darby and Keith Lawson, who split 
the half-ti me Executive Assistant position between them 
this past year. Without the resourcefulness and initia
tive of Dr. Darby and Dr. Lawson, preparation of the 
Shared Program and the Health Colloquium program 
and this year's further development of the ACCUTE 

website would not have been possible. Our graduate 
assistant Shauna Barry, a doctoral student and SSHRC 
fellow, was also unfailingly helpful and efficient. Fi
nally, I would like to thank the Dean of Arts and Social 
Sciences at Dalhousie, Graham Taylor, for providing 
the class release that permitted me to take on the job of 
A CC UTE President; Ron Huebert, former Chair of the 
Dalhousie English Department, who agreed to provide 
a class release for David McNeil ; and the current Chair, 
John Baxter, a past Secretary-Treasurer of ACCUTE, 
who has been constantly supportive of the association's 
work during the past two years. 
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Past-President: 
l\'larjorie Stone 
Dept. of English 
Dalhousie University 
Halifax NS B3H 315 
e-mail : mistone@is.dal.ca 
Tel : (902) 494-3331 
Fax: (902) 494-2176 

Secretary-Treasurer: 
Stella Algoo-Baksh 
Dept. of English 
Memorial University 
St. John 's NF AIC 5S7 
e-mail: sbaksh@morgan.ucs.mun.ca 
Tel : (709) 737-8067 
Fax: (709)737-4569 

Members-at-large: 
Tracy Ware 
Dept. of English 
Queen 's University 
Kingston ON K7L 3N6 
e-mail: tw5@qsilver.queensu.ca 
Tel: (613) 545-2153 
Fax: (613)545-6872 

Lynne Magnusson 
Dept. of English 
University of Waterloo 
Waterloo ON N2L 3G I 
e-mail : Jmagnuss@watwarts.uwaterloo.ca 
Tel: (519) 885-1211 x2759 
Fax: (519) 884-8995 

Mervyn Nicholson 
Dept. of English 
University College of the Cariboo 
Box 3010 
Kamloops BC V2L 5N3 
e-mail : nicholson@carins .cariboo.bc.ca 
Tel: (608) 828-5255 
Fax: (608) 371-5697 
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ACCUTE Executive 1998-99 Cont. 
Graduate Student Member: 
Douglas lvison 
Dept. d'etudes anglaises 
Universite de Montreal 
CP 6128 Succ. Centre-ville 
Montreal QC H3C 317 
e-mai I: i visond@ magellan. u montreal. ca 

Ex-officio Members: 
Paul Stevens 
(President, CACE) 
Dept. of English. 
Queen's University 
Kingston ON K7L 3N6 
e-mail: stevensp@qsilver.queensu.ca 
Tel: (613) 545-2154 
Fax: (613)545-8872 

The 1999 Congress and ACCUTE's 1999 
Conference Themes 

The 1999 Congress will take place in Que
bec's Eastern Townships at the Universite de 
Sherbrooke and Bishop's University. The 
themes for the Congress have already been 
announced by the Humanities and Social Sci
ences Federation: 

Space and Place 
Heritage and Identities 
Education and Social Cohesion 
It is clear that, as Canada approaches the rnillenium 

with many unresolved questions surrounding Que
bec independence and the unity of the country, this 
will be a historic Congress . It is also clear that SSHRC 
and HSSFC have these high stakes very much in mind 
in establishing the overarching themes for the Con
gress. Space and place issues will be embodied in 
the location of the Congress itself, which will take 
place on the campuses of a French university and an 
English university close enough to enable quick travel 
between them. A fleet of shuttle-buses will travel be-

Mary Jane Edwards 
(Editor, EnRlish Studies in Canada) 
Dept. of English 
Carleton University 
Ottawa ON KI S 586 
e-mail: mjedward@ccs.carleton.ca 
Tel: (613) 520-2600 x2317 
Fax: (613)520-3544 

Frank Davey 
(Humanities and Social Sciences Federation of 
Canada Representative) 
Dept. of English 
University of Western Ontario 
London ON N6A 3K7 
e-mail: fdavey@julian.uwo.ca 
Tel : (519) 661-3403 
Fax: (519) 673-5857 

tween the campuses every twenty minutes. Discus
sions are now underway among the Allied Associa
tions Executive concerning how to plan events in the 
Shared Program taking place at the two campuses. 

To promote discussion about AC CUTE conference 
themes appropriate for work in a wide range of fields, 
yet also linked to the three Congress themes, the out
going Executive has formulated the list of topics be
low. We invite you to contact the ACCUTE office at 
Memorial with further suggestions and/or changes 
you would like to see in this draft set of conference 
themes. Your comments and proposals will be very 
helpful in helping the new Executive to establish the 
themes circulated in the September Call for Papers. 

Remember, however, that ACCUTE's Call for Sub
missions for the 1999 conference will also include 
an open call on any subject that relates to the re
search interests of our members, as well as a call for 
papers and proposals on the conference themes. 

We also encourage you to think about proposing a 
member-organized session. Please note the deadlines 
and procedures for doing so on page 36. 



Proposed Themes for the 1999 ACCUTE Conference 
We invite your input on these proposed themes. 

Heritage & Identities • Disguises, Masks, "Passing" 
• Literature and National Identities • Pseudonyms and incognitos 
• Canonical Formations and Literary Traditions • Social Class and Identity 

1, • Heritage Movements and Their Critics • Literary Subjectivities 

' 

• Re11;1issances in Leaming or the Arts • Representations of Authors and Authorship 
• Dictionaries/Encyclopaedias and Cultural • Literary Origins 
He1itages • Oral Traditions_ 
• Editorial Traditions and Practices · • Nostalgia and the Passion for the Past 
• Language and Cultural Identity • Genre and Literary Transmission 
• Archeologies of Gender/Histories of Women's • Multiculturalism and Hyphenated Identities 
W1 iting • Globalization and Monoculture 
• Race. Ethnicit and Literar Production 

Space & Place 
• The Literature of Exploration and Discovery 
• The Poetics of Space; Theorizing Literary 
Space 
• The Geography of Theatre 
• R.:;!ional Literatures/Local Color Writing 
• Si111ated Knowledge and/or Positioned 
Research 
• 13, >1 Jers, Territory, Nation-space 
• Literary Landscapes (the picturesque, the 
sublime) 
• The locus amoenus I The lwrtus conc/usus 
• Representations of Nature, the wilderness, the 
frontier, the North 

Education and Social Cohesion 
• Interpretive Communities & Canon Forma
tion 
• Humanities Research and Cultural Cohesion 
• Compositional Pedagogies and Social Prac
ti ·e 
• fraching Social Subversion 
• Luin and the Languages of Learning 
• Conduct Books and Class Cohesion 
• Commonplace Books and Cultural Values 
• Theories of the Imagination 
• Tbt' Idea of the University 
• Polniral oc Corporate Cultures and the 

• Cartographers and Constructions of Place 
• The Pastoral Imagination 
• The Idea of Home 
• Travel Writers/Writing 
• Literature and Architecture; Literature and 
Urban Planning 
• Reading/Writing the City 
• Literary Third and First Worlds 
• Public Spaces and Performance 
• Outer Space/the Final Frontier/Science 
Fiction 
• Inner Space/Figurations of Interiority 
• Gothic Spaces and Places 
• Cyberspace and constructions of the real 
• Liminal Zones 

Academy 
• Model Republics; Utopias 
• The Dream of a Common Language 
• Plain Language and Communications 
• Civic Pageants and Political Imperatives 
• Coffee-Houses and Cultural Cohesion 
• Are You Being Listserved? Email and Social 
Cohesion 
• Revolutionary or anti-revolutionary literatures 
• Literary Propaganda/Propaganda as Literature 
• Liberty, Individualism and Social 
Hegemonies 
• Grammars of Dissent or Assent 
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Member-Organized Sessions for the 1999 ACCUTE Conference 

Members who would like to propose member-organized sessions for the 1999 
conference are reminded that announcements for such sessions must appear in 
the September Newsletter. Announcements must therefore be sent to ACCUTE 
office by August 15th. Organizers should ask that three copies of papers and pro
posals, accompanied by three copies of a 100-word abstract and a SO-word bio
bibliographical sketch, be sent to them by November 15. An email or disk copy of 
the proposal or paper should also dbe submitted, if possible. Proposals should be 
300-500 words in length, and should clearly indicate the originality or scholarly 
significance of the proposed paper, the line of argument, the principal texts the 
paper will address, and the relation of the paper to existing scholarship on the 
topic. Completed papers should fulfill these criteria, and should be no longer than 
12-13 double-spaced pages. Session organizers should forward all submissions 
received, along with a list of their selections and an explanation of their choices, to 
the ACCUTE office no later than December 7. 

Please Note: Members organizing sessions are not permitted to submit to their 
own sessions since the member acts as the first vettor for the session submissions. 
All member-organized-sessions submissions are then read by an independent as
sessor and the ACCUTE President. 

The Winner of the 1998 Priestley Prize ($500) for the 
best article published in English Studies in Canada 

is 

Christopher Douglas 
for 

"Tracking 'The Wild Man of the Green Swamp': 
Orientalism, Cliches, and the Preoccupation of Language," 

ESC 23:3 (1997) 331-55. 



An Invitation from ESC 

Presenters of Papers 
at the 1998 ACCUTE Conference in Ottawa are invited to submit their essays to 

The Editor 
English Studies in Canada 

do Department of English Language 
and Literature 

Carleton University 
Ottawa ON KlS 5B6 

Please note: 
ESC can now offer prompt publication of favourably assessed manuscripts. 

Submissions should be double-spaced and conform to MLA style conventions; 
they should also be sent to ESC in duplicate together with a stamped, self-ad

dressed envelope. 
ESC's e~mail address is <esc@carleton.ca>. 

Calls for Papers 

Canadian Literature invites submissions for a special issue on East Asian Canadian 
Writing (working title). Topics could include identity politics and poetics, gendered 
spaces, bicultural encounters, the popularization of East Asian writers, and theorizations 
of comparative Asian Canadian and Asian American studies. Contributions may be theo
retical, critical, or personal. The maximum length for the scholarly essays is 7500 words, 
including critical apparatus, while personal creative pieces should not be longer than 
3000 words. We also invite submissions of poetry. The deadline.for submission is 15 
January 1999. 

Please send your paper in triplicate (2 copies without author's name), accompanied by 
a self-addressed return envelope, either with Canadian stamps or accompanied by Inter
national Postal Reply Coupons to Canadian Literature, #167 - 1855 West Mall, Univer
sity of Brititsh Columbia, Vancouver BC V6T 122 
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We are planning a session on "Modern 

Canadian Poetry Reconsidered" for the 
1999 Northeast MLA Conference, Pitts
burgh, April 16-17. I am interested in 
reassessments of Modernist Canadian 
poetry in historical, feminist, ecocritical, or 
other terms. Send two-page proposals by 
September 11 to Tracy Ware, Department 
of English, Queen's University, Kingston 
ON K7L 3N6. 

The Society for Reformation Research 
is sponsoring two sessions at the 35th 
Congress on Medieval Studies in 
Kalamazoo (May 2000): "The Literary 
Reformation: Strategies of Attack" and 
"Spiritual Witnessing: Autobiography and 
the Subjective Impulse in Reformation 
Discourse." Proposals by January 15, 1999 
to P. Auksi, Department of English, Uni
versity of Western Ontario, London ON 
N6A 3K7 

News of Members 

After three novels, Keith Harrison's 
(Malaspina UC) first collection of fiction 
has just been published, Crossing the Gulf, 
by Oolichan Books. Also published re
cently are two essays: "Imagining the 
Imagination: Films on Canadian Writers" 
in Journal <?f Canadian Studies 32.2 and 
"Notes on 'Notes on furry Creek'" in 
Canadian Literature 155. Forthcoming in 
Textual Studies in Canada is a hybrid work 

of cnt1cs1m and hct10n called "World 
Hockey Supremacy." 

David S. Miall, Department of English, 
University of Alberta, has published Ro
manticism: The CD-ROM (Oxford: 
Blackwell Publishers, 1997); it contains 
approximately 2 million words and over 
1200 images; "Gothic Fiction," in Duncan 
Wu, Ed., The Blackwell Companion to 
Romanticism (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997), 
345-354; "The Alps Deferred: Wordsworth 
at the Simplon Pass," European Romantic 
Review, 9 (1998), 87-102; "The Body in 
Literature: Mark Johnson, Metaphor, and 
Feeling," Journal <?f Literary Semantics, 
26 (1997), 191-210; and co-edited with 
Don Kuiken a special double issue, 
"Coleridge and Dreams," Dreaming 7: 1-2 
(1997). 

The 1998 ACCUTE Directory 
which features a larger list of 
Canadian English Department 
addresses and government 
agency addresses, new inf orma
tion on the Allied Associations, 
as well as a comprehensive list 
of ACCUTE members should be 
distributed with this Newsletter. 
Contact the ACCUTE Office if 
you have not received your copy. · 



ACCUTE Membership Directory Information 

Please provide information below on your areas of expertise and research interests for use 
in the 1999 ACCUTE Directory. The Directory is used to distribute targeted calls for papers 
and to find scholars to examine graduate theses, carry out external reviews, assess grant 
applications, and review manuscripts and books. In order to help colleagues locate special
ists more easily, the 1999 Directory will list scholars by primary area of research interest 
first. Additional areas of interest are included in a secondary listing format. 

Note: If you are applying for a household membership, please photocopy this page for the 
use of your spouse or partner. 

Primary Listing 
List only one area of specialization. 
List specialization by Period I Nationality I Genre first. 
Include other areas (Theoretical Methodology, Culture I Gender Studies; Authors I 

Works, etc.) if necessary. 
Example: Modern British Drama; Feminist Theory; G. B. Shaw 

Primary area of specialization: 

Additional Areas 

Periods I Nationalities I Genres: _______ __ . ____________ _ 

Culture I Gender Studies: ______________ . _____ _ 

Criticism I Theory I Methodology: _________________ _ 

Language I Linguistics: ____________________ _ 

Pedagogy: ________________________ _ 

Authors I Works:. ______________________ _ 

Other: __________________________ _ 

a 

Look for your stand-alone copy of the 1998 ACCUTE Directory, distributed with 
this Newsletter. Contact the ACCUTE Office if you have not received your copy. 



A CC UTE 
1998 Membership Form 
Member's Name: 

Academic Affiliation Information 
Address: (use home address only if you are without 
academic affiliation) . 

_____ Postal Code: _____ _ 
Phone (work): __________ _ 
Phone (home): _________ _ 
Fax: _____________ _ 

E-mail: ____________ _ 

'tJ New Member 

O Renewal 

Professional Designation: 

O Professor 
O Associate Professor 
D Assistant Professor 
O Sessional Lecturer 
O Instructor 
D Retired Faculty 
O Graduate Student I 

Teaching Assistant 

O Other: -------

DI would like my e-mail address added to the ACCUTE listserv (ACCUTE-L). 
Please leave this area blank if you have already been subscribed. 

O I would prefer to access the electronic version of the ACCUTE Newsletter 
through the ACCUTE website and not receive a paper copy. 
Languages spoken (besides English): ________ _ 

I enclose: 
D The regular membership fee of $75 

O The rec!uced fee of $40 (student I unemployed I underemployed I retired) 

D The household membership fee of $125 (two memberships, one subscription 
to ESC) 
Second householder's name: _______________ _ 
Second householder's professional designation: ________ _ 

O The three-year membership fee ( 1998-2000) of $195 

O I enclose a donation of$ to support ACCUTE's activities. 
Please make your cheque payable to ACCUTE and mail to 

Stella Algoo-B'aksh, Secretary-Treasurer, 
ACCUTE, Department of English, 
Memorial University St. John's, Newfoundland A 1C 5S7 




